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V/oll, it finally happcnod

C*R*Y 0*F 'r«n*E R*-S«A-"^D'«-E*R-'=-S has taken over

tho CRY OF hero at Issue #116 for Juno 1958.

It v/as 'bound to happen, and nov; tho letters outpagonumber the rest of the CRY,
;7hich exudes from Box 92, 920 3rd Avo., Seattle 4?' Washington. For a long stupid
time, tho CRY lost money at tho rate of 100, 12/Sl, but now \70 havo seen the lightl

FROM NOW ON, THE CRY V/ILL LOSE MONEY AT THE RATE OF 250 PER SINGLE COPf, OR
5 FOE SI, OR 12 RELENTLESS MONTHLY ISSUES FOR S2,00, SUBSCRIPTION IhlTES.

You v/ill rightfully condemn this 250$S inflationary .pricc-raiso as outra-goous.

Have fun.

Outrageous Inflationary Contents for This Issuo

CCVEE BY iiTOM (l forgot what it is, but it's great).,., llultigraphy by Toskoy
INSULTING ANNOUNCEliENTS (like, what arc you doing up this late) pago 3
TEE SCIENCE-FICTION FIELD PLOV/ED UNDER by Ronfrov; Pomborton ' . .5
DIGGING THE PliNZINES by Amelia Pcmborton .. .. . . . . 11
The MINUTES of The VOTiiELS of IF . . . .by V/alt Willis 14
Tho imTUTES of the NliMELESS ONES , . . ly Wally Weber 15
CULTIVATING THE CURR'UNT CROP . . . . by Bill Meyers 16
F^-A^'N*-D^<-E«-IT«G^O by John Berry' I8
THE INSIDE .DOPE ..rich brown', 20
The Adventures of Brinlcv/ator J Holdclinoh, .-by .Joe Pylka.. .. <. .. .. 21
IN MEMORIiiM; Fantastic Adventuress Part VI~1943— by Burnett R Teskoy. 22
C^-R^''Y 0^'P . T*H«E R*E^'AU^D^^E«R^fS , , , you INSATIABLE Critters . . . pages 25-48

So THIS is how the. world ends-- not with oithcr.bang nor whimper, but with a
prosaic subscription' raise. At least, I've been told that this raise is going to
be tho End of tho V/orld...,

Our artists owe tho world tho follovang information; their works appear in those
pages as followss ADAMS 28,29; ATOM 14j25,33,42; BTlRIQS 40,47; BROV/N 44; BRYER 32;
DAIGLE 25,29,30,33; DEMUTE 34,39; Gi^CONE 30,46;. MOR/iN 35; HEISS 27,31,36,40;
STILES 265 STONE 37,39; HOLOCAUST 4 if I don't manage to fill it myself.

Dcp't of Rambling Thoughts; I'll bet you thought \io 'were kidding, last month,
didn't you, when we broached tho question of raising sub-rates? imd asked for your
idea's on tho subject? Well, except for those of you v/ho appear (unless Toskcy was
forced to edit beyond his strength) in tho Icttcrcol, IT'S TOO LATE NOW,

250 por issue, 5 for a buck, & a full 12-month year for two dollah, is the
cuiTcnt tariff as of the date on which you rcC'iii'Q this issuo. This 48-pagc issuo.

Live running subscriptions vdll of course run at the old rate. Trades wore
always a little unsatisfactory (there aren't too many monthlies), and Tall likely
tighten up a littlo more— though no sincero trader vdll bo loppod completely.'

The l^»c^H*t*c*r^c''*o^^l - lot's face it ~ is getting completely out of hand.
Toskoy, who \/as accustomod to printing anything he could decipfaer, has boon driven
to merciless editing and oven to, or, rojocting. From horo on out, it v/ould
behoove anyone desiring a free CRY for letter of commont, to do some actual coramont-
ing, along v/lth the fun-and-gamcs. ioid the really dirty part of it is that tho
lettercol docs not cvon give you Certified CRY Rejection Slips, such as can be
obtained for unsatisfactory articles, fiction, and miscellaneous crud,

Somotimes it seems as if we're not quite fair,, and we've boon working up
to this for a long,, long time; it used to "oc that wo wore complete schnooks.

THIS IS PAGE — 3 ~



T»H«E Ii^I^^E^^L'-;D P*L^^O^W-i^E«D U«N^D^^E«R

"by a Pemberton named Renfrev?

GGiEKCE PICTIOB STORIES, July; Lead novelet is "Underground Front" by Haugaraud &
Smitli, Against a background of scattered and protracted ̂ Jarm War against the
•"Asiatics" IS set a mystery plot of semi-official groups battling for power in our
o-v7n government. Lots of possibilities, but it dives into the Action too soon and
any resemblance to a Story of Ideas is sunk right there, without a trace.

^  ,"The Moon - Good Night!" (Mack Richards) is a far-fetched and unhelping title
for this enjoyable picture of a world in which the U.S. and the SwU. are getting
along in matter-of-fact if stand-offish fashion, simply because it was inevitable
in the long run. The protagonist is a highly-unreconstructed Old Bolshevik with an
idee fixe and the memory of having been told (by Lenin himself) "you are absolutely
right". V/hen. the old boy is railroaded to Joint Manned Satellite #1, with his idea
But it's still a lousy title. - ,

Gordon R Diokson's "Last Voyage" is a problem—suspense piece concerning a ship
menaced by Aliens. Logic, not rabbits, emerge from the author's hat.

At the end of Part 3 of "Tower of Zanid" (de Camp) and heading into the finale,
our hero has lost his girl and is finally so help me about to get ready to prepare
to commence to start the Main Action that was all set up early in Part 1. Withal
a good supply of de Camp's Patented Plot-Thinner would make a Million-Word-a-Year'
Man out of Cordwainer Smith.

If George K Smith's vignette "Hello, Terra Central" had appeared in the CRY,
most of you w:ould have inarmed the hell out of it. But you would have been too
harsh; this is perfectly good fan-fiction of the neo persuasion.

"Just Desserts", by Irving Fang, is a short outie on the hazards of landing
your saucer without checlcing on the denizens, and I did get a big boff out of the
neat v/ay the punchline was handled. ̂  Rob't/Randall does a G&S verse to ansvrer
those who ask which head wrote v/hich passages in his/their works. Nimble.

PAiTTASTIC UNIVERSE, Julys V/.C.Gault's "Escape Ferocity", is an anti—machine polemic
in v;hich the Inevitability of the Menace destroys its credibility; obviously, the
spaceship is going to continue its inexplicable campaign of killing off its passen
gers as fast as- the reader can sort them out, in spite of all their counter-measures,
because the author has Planned It That V/ay, Sick kicker, avoiding explanations.

"V/inged Victory" (Thomas B Swann) is a pleasant spoof, with an extraterrestrial
girl posing for a Greek Sculptor for, er, certain considerations, ̂  Joe L Hensley's
"The Pair" effectively handles the problem of a crippled and embittered veteran of
interstellar v/ar, and his search for vengeance, A v/ell-done piece,

"Tv/o Suns of Morcali" is a studiedly ineffective title for Evelyn Smith's
and chortle-making epic of the indomitable (v/ell, nearly indomitable) lady explorer
and the not-Idol's not-Eye, The lady is quite a gals ("Those vra.rs didn't start
because I antagonized the natives; it vra.s because the natives antagonized me,")

Bobloch's "Egghead" is a sort of "little I984" out of the "Hidden Persuaders",
Brrrrrr! I'm glad that Packard's bost-seller seems to be spreading ripples into
the public at large; maybe this vyon't happen after all, Bob.

Jessup is back, over a blurb in which editor Santesson kindly quotes this
column's remark about Jessup and damp flat rocks. Morris K is off his hate-stf
kidc this time; instead he has assembled a covey of myths, rumors, and cult-beliefs
that would maJce a month's debunking for Sprague de Camp and IVilly Ley v;orking as a
team. The apparent motive is to throw together so many "vmexplainable" things into
one package (vri.th a UPOlogy tie-in) that critics will give \ip in despair and admit
that UFOlogy Has A Lot To It After All, (Let's turn the pago and get a fresh rion
at ol' Morris, shall we?) PAGE —4—



(ok, onv7ard to Target: Jessup) PAGii 5
Under the title "The Truth About Plying Saucers", Morris begins v/ith a rundovm

of the ten-year History of the Problem (tv/o pages), and then proceeds to embrace
AT.T. "borderland" fields of study and speculation as UPOlogy's Ovm, adding that ho
hirasalf is sticking to orthodox scientific principles in his own presentation. The
first orthodox scientific principle expounded is that of previous advanced civil
izations on this planet, complete Tri;th Lost Secrets. From this, ,wc go into the
Little Men routine. One passage reads: "I V7as startled to find that reputable
Ethnologists had shovm that P/gmies had existed as fully developed humans from as
far back as the Age kno\7n to'Geologists as the 'Tertiary'. That's over thirty
million (30,000,000) years ago, my friends." Well, I'm a little bit startled,
myself, considering that a measly one million (yep, 1,000,000) years is the usual
round figure accepted for the time since the distinction between ape-men and man-
ape's began to clarify(not the 25,000-50,000-year figure quoted by Jessup). Of
course, with ethnologists and geologists assuming the prerogatives of proper nouns,
anything can happen. But on to more orthodox scientific findings,...

There's sl half-page of orthodox scientific lyramidology, a reference to Easter
Island, and a shy half-bow to Velikovsky. The "bridge on the moon" comes into it,
along v/ith numerous authoritative "references" to purported lunar phonomona that
are brand-now to mo (which does not, of course, invalidate them, any more than the
fact that all the. weird happenings roportod in the oldtime version of "The American
Weekly" took place uniformly in Transylvania and similar out-of-the-v/ay spots,
impugned the voracity of Mr, Hearst's vTritorsj.

Brother Jessup wrote in much friendlier vein, this time; ho has traded his
barbed pen for an all-too-ample shovel. Like, man, it's deep.

Back to fiction (if I Ever Loft Homo, that is): Michael Shaara's "The Lovely
House" is a rather woll-redono item on the disguised-spacoship theme. It may not
bo cricket to give away tho gimmick, but there's nothing else to say about, it.

"Road To Nightfall" is Bob Silverberg's version of the ending Tucker v/anted
to use on "Tho Long Loud Silonoe". \7ith tho country (in this caso) cut into
separate sections by radioactivo dividing-belts., and technology-in collapse, the
food runs out— all tho food. And here are all these people in this foodless

city. -It gets rough, and Bob follows one stubborn man all the way. Effective,

Civilian Saucer Intelligence reports on "sunburns" from UFO radiations, and
this outfit is more data-minded than some. But hov/come all this month's sighters
stopped their ov/n doggone cars so's they could look, while last month's found
thoir engines quitting at similar ranges? And hoc "boy— here's tho Caso of the
Pockmarked T^indshiolds, lat-o 1957 Ohio model. Ue had that hero in Seattle in April
1954; everybody got all shook up, but no saucers, '.Tho's covering up?

'Jallaoo Edmonson's "Children's Hour" is a bitter little parable of warning.
Robert Andrea's "Spaconot" is a tired takeoff— "Dxixom-de-dum-dummJ"

SUPER SCIENCE, Aug: Eric Rodman's "A V/orld Called Sunrise" is the lead ncvolot,
dealing rath a Quarantine World of persons exiled from Earth for having beoomo too
radioactivo (thru atomic mishaps) to have around here safely. Improbable as this
may scorn, tho author tops it; each exile is "sontoncod" to exile for tvri.cc tho half-
life of tho isotope v/hich. oontarainatos him, the author being apparently under the
impression that "half-life" moans half the time roquirod for a radioactivo substance
to play itself out. Tho plot is better than tho "science", but not much,

."The Cold-Bloodod Ones" (Cal Knox) plays the inscrutable-alien thorao, with a
planet of reptilian typos whom tho Earthmon cannot bring thomselvos to trust—
they're "too good to bo true". But.evil seems to be similar to beauty in one
respect, and you know whoso cyo that's in.

Palmer says wo're outnujnbcrod by the Shavoritos,..



...and the v/ay things are going, those days, I believe him,

ICcllcr Ernst's "Many Mansions In The Sky" is an exasperating piece; \7ith a
"Star Ark" carrying the remnants of humanity from a radiation-blasted Earth to
the Contauri System, vroman's intuition. Divine Will, and the Fitzgerald Contract
ion (typical stfnal misinterpretation of) combine to re-stage the Ararat Scone,

The Illusion-Monster-Bides Again in Richard Vfetson's "A Planet All Own";
something old, little nov/, plenty borrowed, ending blue. Stop spinning, V/oinbaum,

Alan E lloursc's "Gift of llumbors" parlays tho Diabolical Exchange theme into
a bit of a svatch. Nobody really vans, but tho protagonist could have done worse,

"The Beautiful People", by Austin Hamol, strikes rao as too matter-of-fact for
a first-person treatment of the pcoplo-into-pets idoa. 7^ Curt Casovdt's "Tho
Martian Wine" is a strai^tforvrard gimmick-piece t the exploiter foiled. Solah,

■VEETUEB, JulysAny assessment of C.M.Kornbluth's novelet "Tv/o Dooms" is hard put to
avoid unqualified eulogy, from tho knowledge that hero is ono of tho las-^^if^not
the last piece of original Kornbluth vro'll bo seeing, Tho motif is "Woll, what if
Y/c hadn't dovolopod tho Bomb?"j tho demonstration is -via time-travel into a future
altornato-v/orldj the dcvcloianont is merciless and superb, Tho moral is: You pays
your money and you takes yoxir choice, and it's a good one. Vale,

'•Non-fiction: Dr. Asimov discusses collisions of galaxios to a speculati-vc droll
conclusion (lot's hope his symmetrical mind is correct). Pratoro Sturgeon has iro
at. tho publication of an inept Mainstream satire and a-t tho rather fugghoadcd ill-
trcatmont of JV/Cjr in a Book of Debunking; makes some good points, too.

"Contact Bctv/ocn Equals" (Albert Stroud) is ono of tho boat and most unique
items that's shovm up lately. This one takes off from an untrito variation of tho
van Vogtian raan-in-a-strongo-v/eird-situation beginning, expands nightmarishly as
fast as the reader can follow, and vdnds up vdth a brand-new, original, and—
yes, practical— gimmick, I like this too much to horse around vath synopsizing,

John Novotny's "Biggest Damned Martini in tho Universe" is also a giramick-
piccc, and is fuxiny onou^ to ob-viatc paying lip-service to scientific accuracy,

Simak's "The Money Tree" depicts still another v/ay in which human cussedhoss
could louse up interstellar relations, Ingenious, v;o humans, if furshlugginor,

"Lady of Space" (del Rcy) takes another look at tho girl who goes to space
to help tho boys out. This ono roads pretty much for real from the outside, and
the,plot Y/orks out nicely, but I still do not get a believable picture of the girl's
motivations or tho guy's adjustment to tho finale. This is a thoughty piece, tho,
and I could probably think of more on it, except v/o just noT/ got company. Sorry,

GALAXY, July; "The Back Of Our Heads", a novelet by Stephen Barr, is complex, vdtty,
philosophical, erudite, sophisticated, faBcinating»— and vdll someone kindly lot me
know v/hat tho man was loading up to, just before (l) bo decided not to have an end
ing on this story, or (2) he lost mo??? Roads as if the Unity scrambled tho ogge,

Paul Flehr is back vdth "We Never Mention Aunt Nora", v/hich goes quite vroll,
up until the kicker, \7hcn tho author is stumped and falls back upon the v/orn and
fatigued Nameless and Indescribable Horror, Av;, foooot,

L.J.Stochor's "Kan In A Quandary" is a retread of an old "My problem, Mister
Anthony " joke, but he docs give it quite a buildup. Yes. indeed,

Uggh, the proverbial caveman, was likely v/oanod on talcs of tho dire fates
■visited upon those whom tho gods gavo strange abilities and other gifts. Fritz
Lcibcr, in "Bullet ^/ith His Name", substitutes the Testing Aliens for primitive
gods, but Uggh YYOuidn't have any trouble recognizing a reasonable translation.



Is that the Hit Parade on the car radio, or havo the hearings hurned out again?

(GALAXY rovisitcd— cont'd) —7—
"Blanlc Form" is an intorosting puzzlo-pioco: protagonist comos upon a man who

can change shape undor stress of cmorgoncios, and also, as it turns out, under
hypnotic command, Problomss whence camo this man, and howcomc ho himself does not
know his origin or true form? The answer is sort of cute, and the talc reads well.
Oops, this piece is hy Arthur Sellings, and on-atoncil daze caused the lapse.

"• Poul and ICarcn Anderson offor "Innocent At Largo"{ the Martian colonial.hick
gotting'his Iximps among the Earthsido sharpies. The yokel and his story are'done
nicolyi this one is lots of fun.

Except for editor Gold letting a couple of authors got away vath vmdordeno
stories, this v/ould have been an upper-grade issue. As is, it's too erratic,

ASTOUilDIHG, Juries Nc\7 cover process for this Emsh depiction, and an article on it,
to boot. Editorial plugs for "science fans" to goad Science out of incipient ruts,
and for Science to lot 'era. Good idea, but as usual, Jawn is better at posing-
problems than at supplying answers (this is not a slam),

' This, hov/cvor, _is a slam; Campbell did a superb job of killing Silvdrborg's
"Heir Reluctant", vdth blurb and chapter headings, I .don't knov/ why the he'll he
didn't print a complete synopsis ahead of the stoiy and got it over v/ith, so as
to bo sure that nobody v/ould miss the point. Perfectly fine story in its own

right", if editorial policy had scoen fit to step out of the limelight and lot
us enjoy it, \7ithout all the heavy hinting*

Stanley Mullen's "Space to S\7ing a Cat", dealing v/ith man-made mutants from
the animal kingdom as space-pilot candidates, could have used a rev/rite for smooth
ness, A stoiy of attitudes should have a little raoro subtlety throu^out| the
characters in this one do about-faces as the author decrees, and the only subtle
touch is the author's hiding of the Vital Factor until afterthought-time,

I v/as surprised to find the backgroimd of Asimov's Foundation Scries (oven
including some of the proper names) in Randall Garrett's "No Connections", the
plural of an Asiraov title, by the v/ay. Obviously, the good doctor A was in on
the conspiracy, and conspiracy it is— to deal the reader a low blew to the
Amusement Center* Well, if you (as l) didn't dig it from the illoes....,

Ted Thomas' "The Law School" ̂ ts off the Cosmic Sigrdficajice kick with the
author's extrapolation of Law into the Space Ago, and aims more for'the belly-
laugh, May net lay you in the aisles, exactly, iDut you should get a fevf boffs,

"Murphy's Law" (Hugh B Br'ous) finally catches up v/ith Brass Tacks, which for
several issues has boon preoccupied by the various ramifications of the basic law
of research and development: "If anything can go v/xong, it v/ill", (So far, I havo
not seen one of- the major corollaries mentioned: "If it can't go wrong, it won't
go at all",) Eowcvor, Brous docs fine, on his bvdldup, but his punchline was used
up by the'immortal Jorkons before Campbell started editing.

The second, or middle part of Clement's "Close to Critical" doosri't do much
for me. The problem was posed last month, and the solution v/ill be along next
month; this month's offering comes out mostly filler, I don't imagine I'd havo
this trouble, reading the entire story bctv/oon just one pair of covers, but v/ith
a month's wait before it and another of the same after it, that's how it goes.

Sky Miller's'nor/s, viov/s, and roviov/s are alv/ays good readingi I don't always
mention all departments unless there's something oontroVersial to say, but it's
about time to mention the good job regularly done in "The RcforericG Library",



He Y/asn't a Purple Pooplc-Eatci'"until his Ditto machine drove him over the edge

IlIAGINATION, Aug, carries roviows hy Bloch (Yrho, as you all knov/, ia.Supcrh) of a
couple local Seattle zinos, including this one. Turnabout is fair play, although
this department probably won't be able to bo as nice to Madge as Bob was to the
FonDon Gang, Ko-w, if the zinc v/oro all "ty Bloch,,,. Ah, v;oll.

The article, "Koxt Stop The Moon" (Honiy Bott), is sound enough in a popular
ized vjay, but unfortunately,' just behind the article is the Load Novels "Special
Delivery" by Kris Hovillo, reprinted from the Jan '52 issue by something on the
order of overwhelming popular demand, according to editor Hamling, Vfoll, I'll
tell yous I was pretty sure that I must have read "Special Delivery" at its first
appoaranco, as I was buying all the zinosat that time, but I couldn't toll for
sure by a rapid look-through,' So I road it. all the way through, and I'm still not
sure whether or not I read it before. Oh, circumstantially, I'm sure I did, but
its raomorablc qualities certainly failed to spring to v;arm rcoolloction. In fact,
"Special Delivery" is my momontary nomination for the "Most Forgottablo" av/ard.
There arc others, of course, but somehow, none of them come to mind at the moment,

Ellison's sharpic-entroponcur, in "Glug", is oghodonceagain outsharped,- this
tihic by stirring up the ecology. Oh woll, they pay for them, don't thoy? Agbcrg's
"Hbmbcoming Horde" also bears out the premise of the last sentonooj there is still
a market for a buildup-and-vandup, evon without the slightest si^ of a plotlino,

"You'll Like it on Mars" (Tom \l Harris) is a typical nothing-piece "mystery"
item and probably approximates closely the Ideal Yarn as far as Hamling is con
cerned; full of soimd and fury and signifying damn littlo, it's a good sample of
the sort of thing that has been printed often enough in Madgo to take the zinc
off my list several years ago.

Anyone else for a "Got Bloch a Better Sponsor" campaign??

FANTASY & SCIENCE FICTION, July: Gordon Dickson's "Brother Charlie" has the Earthmen
trying to make peace between tv/o inimical species living on one planet. The ending
\70uld have been bettor if the whole shenanigan, hadn't turned out to be a plant,
ilnd so help mo, that's the sort of' ending that dosorvos to bo given av/ay,

"The Reign of Tarquin the Tall", by Kit Rood, fully justifies Boucher's
persistent efforts to keep his zinc open for offtrail material, and thoroughly
defies description, - An absolute monarchy in a rundov/n impromptu rooming-house,
and all the tenants living off the welfare; whatever happened to Mary(?)Lassvroll?

'"Gil Braltcr" is a ncv/ly-translatod Jules Verne. I'm only tolling you,

"The Day of the Green Velvet Cloak" shovra Mildred Clingcrman in one of her
better moods, ''Jo hav-c. a rather pushcd-aroYmd young lady of the present, admired
for'her sturdy character and all biy a young man from the past, and a certain
amount of hugger-mugger \7ith the fabric of space-time and human moral fibres—
ah, foosh; this is a nice.warm'story for a chilly day,

Ron Goulart's "Tho Katy Dialogues" is a toiir-do-forco of raultivalcnt bits
of dialogue, based on the simplest of Entropy (or Dov/nhill) Plots,

That estimable savAnt, Dr. 'Asimov, forsalcos the test-tube for the alcrabio
to a certain extent in "Tho Up-To*Date Sorcerer", This is purely for fun,

Roy Vickcrs' "The Eighth Lamp" is a 1916-model fantasy of'the "crirac-doosn't-
pay" persuasion, and I recommend it to all ghost-buffs v;ho are 'hot yet convinced
thafcrimo doesn't pay, except for authors.

It is true that I have not yet figured out Stephen Barr's "Tho Vandals",
r-AGE —8—



PACE —9—

Before "The Bluc-Eyod Horse", "by Itichacl Fcssicr, there was "The Stray Lamh",
Thome Smith. And didn't Ziff-Davis 'used td run this into the ground, too?

Quite a number of C.M.Kornbluth's works v/ould have made a better finale than
his "Theory of Rocketry" here. Certainly the craftsmanship sags not, nor docs the
merciless extrapolation. But, though Kornbluth was master of the Bitter Approach,
I somohov/ doubt that he'd have preferred to sign off on this bitter a noto.

FUTUHE, Aug: Bertram Chandler's "The Song" is a not-so-fast svTitch on the Siren
or Lorelei motif. Gimmicked by reference to the Old Max between Mars and the
ex-planet #5 that now composes the Asteroid Belt (it seems that some of us are
hybrid liartians), and shadowed by a Dominant '^ifc routine, "die Lorelei— getan".

T.H.Mathicu has a Good Thing Going, in his current series that began vath
"Cargos Death" (rcmomber the hyper-poisonous Pscudomus?). This month's "Earth—
quaicc Remedy" runs a sidcli^t plot to the main problem of what to do v/ith the
poisonous li'l boastics , thus carefully keeping things open for more sequels,
'.".'ell, this one didn't exactly send mo, but at least it didn't lose any ground
for the major plotline, Guy goofs, gets tortured, gets rescued. Equanil??

By dham, I thought Dr. Asimov v/as rcaderproof outside his own field of bio
chemistry, but not sol Hero, in "Point of "Viowj Mercury", Isaac the Good'managos
to get me all .fouled up on things I had pretty v/ell in mind, before I started
reading that article. There's such a thing as too much popularizing explanation*

The RAV.'Litorials .on ol' AM^'iZINGs are OK, but I like the present-oriented
ones a lot better, and vdll bo surprised if.the readers don't react similarly.

Kate Y/ilholm's "The Last Threshold" is along the plotlinos of old-timo
dream world (not the Z-D variety) science-fiction. The fellow keeps disappearing
in everyday life, shocking tho bcjosus out of his money-hungry relatives (he's
rich). He reappears in the dreams of a fine uninhibited young lady, and I do not
moan uninhibited in the Toffee-teaser style, either (did that poor joker ever raalcc
out?)i Pornography fans can drop out hero also; Miz V'ilholm has taste. Anyhow,
the plot may limp a bit, but the action is nice.

-  "Object Lesson" (Carl Crooner) is not exactly a story at all— it's more of
an imaginative essay. A strategic gimMck, and not one named character. Tsk.

Richard Lbibs' "Texas In The Sky" is concerned with occt.ns of oil on Venus.
However, by skipping the obvious hazard of igniting said oil by rocket-blasts,
and instead pooping aroxmd with trivial fraternal hassles, the author missed
the barge. Would it be redundant to say that this one didn't got off tho ground?
II (I n II II II II 11 11 II II 11 II M II II ri II II 11 II II II II II M II II 11 II II II II n ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii

That's all very well, but arc you insured against being visited by Peter Graham?
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Watch for "I Y/as a Hopeless Hioronymous-Maohinc Addict" in the paperback edition
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Every now and then wc get (would you believe it?) criticisms on this column.
Some think wo should run more to synopses, so's it wouldn't be essential to road
the vorsohlugon stories. Others foci that there's not sufficient critical analysis
of individual stories, iuid then there arc those who would like us to hold dovm
tho pagc-coiuit and leave more room for the lettered, yet.

Admittedly, there are lots of faults indigenous to this departments inability
to maintain tho same viov;point and presentation from one zinc to another, for
example. I don't sec any way to beat this inconsistency, as long as tho zincs
come out at different times and arc dissected on different days; Pomborton is not
exactly tho Objective Type. There may be a Method, but I do not have it.

Wo welcome all suggestions, as long as they make for less work, iuid I do
believe that wo have concluded our tryst for this particular June of 195S*



for a fannish good time, ith

DETROIT IN 59
SUPPORT TEE GROUP THAT YOU OOW V/ILL PRODUCE A GOOD COilVElTTION ,

Here are 7 good reasons why fans all over the nation are supporting Detroit:

"1. Detroit fandom intends to produce a financially sound convention. Experience
gained in the past ten years of convention-going has shown us the pitfalls to he
avoided. V/e produced a conference in '54 that was very successful. Since 1948
we have attended all national conventions and most major cor-ferences. We have
gained practical experience with each passing year.

,2. Detroit fans are FADS, not professionals after gain or glory.

3, Give DETROIT a chance. We have never had a V/orld Convention, Don't send the
World-Con hack to the same old sites time after time. Give a different group a
chance to shov/ what it can do,

4, Detroit will WORK for a convention. Over 800 letters and fanzines were mailed
before Jxui'e 1st, The fight has just hegun; we expect to double this before Sep
tember. Our advertising will appear in over 20 fanzines with a combined circula
tion of over 2,000 copies. When was the last time you saw anything from our com
petitors?

5. Detroit has the confidence of fans and professionals. We have over l60'cards
and letters on file offering to support our convention. They know we can handle
a convention', THERE SHOULD BE NO DOUBT IH YOUR MIND I

6. The MSFS is no Johnny-come-lately to fandom, having been in existence for
better than twelve years. Most of our founding members are still with us, and
some of them have even matured—George Young, who wore the first propeller beanie
at the Torcon in 1948, now has a vdfe, two children, and the vrorld's largest pro-
pellor beanie. Martin Alger, . who originated the term "Bem" nearly twenty years
ago, has accumulated ten-year-old automobiles, thirty-year-old magazines, and 100-
year—old gunsj despite these handicaps he attends meetings regularly.

Of course, not all of our members are ancient. Two of them are actually
below twenty-one, and one of these kids has only been in fandom for five years.
Her tv;o children make her feel much older.

7-. Detroit has made plans for a conyention rather than vague promises. A ques-
tionaire based on these plans is being circulated. ..You can help.plan your own
convention—DOT have it shoved dovm, your throat I .

VJe hope that the above points have convinced you than Detroit is the only
logical choice. If you are still undecided just watch the various fanzines our
material is appearing every week.

Board of Directors of the Michigan Science-Fantasy Society:^ Fred Prophet,
Howard Devore, Roger Sims, Dean McLaughlin, Mona Rhines, Bill Rickhardt, George
Young, Mary Young, Jim Broderiok.

hospitality is our byword!



DIGGING THE FANZINES -- amelia pemberton

Last moDth saw (if it was looking) the publication of two extraordinarily
large fanzines: "The Incompleat Burbee" and "The Best of Fandom —1957".
Both of these are reprint anthologies, both have very good duplication and very"
good material, and both are highly rocomiuended for your permanent fanzine collec
tion.

THE INC01IPLEA,T BUABEE. Terry Carr et al., 2315 Dvright Way, Berkeley 4, Calif.
7Se — if you prefer to send a dollar bill apply the extra 25^ on a PANAC sub.
('6/25^). FANAC is even more worthwhile now that Tucker is distributing an occa
sional LE ZOMBIE.with it.

Five fans produced this zine in only ten days, which doubtless accounts for
the way the material is jumbled together in no particular.order, chronological
or other, with an alphabetical index substituting for the conventional convenient
table of contents. Duplication, however, is very legible, and the illos are
good.

And the material? It*s all of it B*U^A*B*E*E.' Burbee himself, discussing

Al Ashley, F. Towner Laney, cub scouts, HFFP, tropical fish, player pianos, the
ideal fanzine, Les and Es Cole, how to stop writing for fanzines, and so forth.
It's enchanting stuff. Here's a few excerpts:

"I explained that my wife is constantly offering my services to the neigh
bors. In the past few months she has offered me to the neighbors to repair an
automatic washer, a sewing machine, a vacuum cleaner, a stove. This comes under
the heading of being neighborly. .1. But, when the young lady across the street
complained that she just couldn't get-pregnant, did my wife make-one attempt at
being neighborly? Where were those magic words 'Oh, my husband.can fix that up
for you in a jiffy?'"

"Later I was ... introduced to this, Louise Leipiar ... *.I've heard of you,*
1 said. 'Nothing good,' she said. 'No,' I said, 'though I did hear you were
easily excited.' Her eyes flashed and her breath shortened. 'I ac] not." she
bellowed like a great jungle beast. 'I am always —' here she was quick to see
she was being baited so she continued in a lower voice, even working in a smile—
'why, I'm alv/ays calm and cool as a. cucumber. X never get excited. I wouldn't
hurt a fly.'

'I guess not,' I said. 'V.'ell, I'll have to tell Laney I met yon. I'll
describe you and say she-'s not a bad kid, except that she. gets excited easily.'"

"ilotsler read the rough draft and laughed like crazy, then went off and
stole 15 of :.iy best lines ... He says he stole only 3 lines, but X hold out. for
15. 'i can prove it." he shouts. 'No,' I say, 'don't prove it, because if you
dp I'll be mad because I've got my mind made up that you stole 15 lines."'

GET this. 75g, tho a high price for a fanzine, is not too .-'luch to pay for
96 ppw rof Burbee.

!

THE BEST OF FANDOM — 1957. Guy E. Tervilleger, 1412 Albright St., Boise, Idaho.

This is considerably underpriced. Guy should charge at least 50(: for this;
if puts out succeeding volumes -riins.l hope he will — he really should raise
his price.

Contents vary wildly in quality. There are twenty-six items, each picked
by a faned as the bdst or aost suitable .from his zine pubbed in 1957. But the
zines range from excellent to cruddy, and the editor did not always make what I
would consider the best possible.choice. Some of the better items are: the two

„ 11 •
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3ob oHa^j'.:.:ieces, the t-jo John Berry .iieces, ,.'alf' ..illis' coluun, Carl Brandon's
"iviy Fair Fennefan", Mariori Simner Bradley's "V/ay Out ;^eat in Texas," and, '.yhat
not having received SIQBO 1 vms particularly pleased to see, llobert Bloch's
"The Lonokosne Papers". This last is not only a beautifully thorough analysis of
story Si author out also contains what T;ill henceforth be a favorite pun; "V/ouk ...
originally planned to write a play ... which appeared in 1949 in New .Yo^-,and ...
faile'dJ^- Probably a case of all ./ouk and no play." This, has the lovely, relevancy
that aakes a pun worthwhile, and ranks in uy estiaation with Irish Fandon' .shaa-;
rocks that weren't planted, but ccioe uo by their o'\ra Sweet ..'ill.

This has 92 pp. of aostly very good reading, and is beautifully produced.
You'd better get it. 'Twill be -wonderful if Guy con keep up this project thru
the years. Ten years froa now I'd love to-see ten such vol.u-ies on uy sZielf.

In his iteu in EOF'57 V/alt hillis coapares fan—feuding to amateur boxing.
I'm going to tryto look at it in that light. Konceforth, when one fan lambastes
another, iAstead of getting all fashed I'll simply take the cortico-thalanic
pause and say to hell xrith it, . : , •

ilETMBUTION #10. John Berry, 31, Campbell Park Ave., Belaont, Belfast, K. Ireland,
and Arthur Thomson, 17, Brockbam House, Brockham Drive, London, S.V.'.2, Ehgland.
I50_.

Here's a real good RET — 52 pages of it.' Includes goon stories by John
Berry»,Chick Derry, Joe Sanders, F, M.Busby, & Art Thomson. By fur the best of
these'wiBs the story by local fan-genius F. ii. Busiiy. It was masterfully plotted,
1/ith shrewd character analysis and deep insight "into hunan destiny. Now will you
put down that zap gun, Buz?

The-other stories v/ere good too. You know, the goon mythos is a bit speciul-
izedj' but since each local gooO uses characters & situations peculiar to his own
locale-the goon stories have a unifying tendency — fandom-at—large becomes more
familiar with the peculiarities of .each goonish locale. This I approve of nighly.

I also approve of the lettercol, and the ATom (& other) illos, and Ethel
Lindsay's fanzine reviews. -She's really a woman of exquisite taste & discernment:
she not only likes CRY, she likes it for the same reason ̂  do.

I  • • : T

03GIS'#1.' Jerry DeMuth, 3223 Ernst Street, Franklin Park, 111.
&

VHjMGEiiCHT #1. Tom Heoray and the Dallas Detergents, 4243 Buena "Vista, Dallas,
Te-xas.

You-Imow, I keep getting the peculiar, fantastic, revolting "impression that
the people who put oui the two sheets listed above are not in favor of D*E*T*H«OIT
for the 1969 convention. Con such things be?

Reaay is plugging Dallas' Southwestercon. Sounds like a small wprldcon, but
as if it might be fun anyhow. If we lived nearby we'd go.

THE "VINEGAR V/OHH #3, Bob Leman, 2701 So. Vine St., Denver 10, Colo. For trade,
co3iient",--or free on request.

The .quality of the material in V.i' is holding up very nicely — but oh.' the
duplication is a sad surpriseJ Every word con be made out quite easily, tho.

"My favorite- item in this was Bob's story of uis bulldog, Dolly, who insists
or. sharing his & his wife's bed. Leaan-flavored extract; "Now people -Jove in
their sleep, shifting about to-allow the various nuscles to rest anci relax — or
at any rate-,' people without bulldogs do so.. Not so with me; . r.'nen I try to nove
r.y legs they encounter our good Dolly, squatting like a toad atop tho covers."

Other good items; Bob's chat with a vampire. Bob Bloch's listing of the

— 12 —
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r-iany things h« has learned froci television, endings
"16) nlost television sets theuselves are raarvelous and complicated instruinents,
and soi:3eti;nea it takes half an hour to find the little svitch that will turn the

T\' off.

1?) It's usually worth the effort to do so."
Also Bob Leaan's equally satirical article on what to do when the TV is out of
order, his British tale "inspired by a reading of certain British novels which
atteupt, with varying degrees of success, to depict life in the United States"
and some brief book reviews and various other filler stuff. There's also a

Spillane parody by xlon Snith which would be fine if one hadn't already redd too
many Spillane parodies.

Highly recom^^ended.

VA^IUE TRADER #4. April, 1958. Stony Brook Barnes, Route 1, Box 1102, Grants
Puss, Oregon. This issue and next for 30 stamps — #6 100.

This is an eight page hectographed trudezine. Advts. & plugs are printed
free. VT is by and for the young neofon. I shan't attempt to evaluate it —
shall simply say that the value of a tradezine is probably dependent on the size
of its circulation and the regularity of its appearance. Altho thish is the
first I've seen I have the iinpression that it appears very regularly; and Stony
certainly sounds eager enough to increase his circulation.

disc. #2. Andrew Joel Reiss, 741 Westminster Iioad, Brooklyn 30, New York. Free
at present.

By and for the young neofon. Ends up: "Yourare getting this because 1
feel li^e, or for trade or eonething. But for goshsakes, I neond materiali"
Andrew J., I believe you.

This has some good Reiss and some very good Adkins illos. Like liiost fanzines
nowadays (& why should CRY be different?) it gives the new address of Adkins &
Poarson: The Esquire Hotel, Apt. A-1, 360'V/. 45th St., N. Y,

By the way, I saw SATA ILLUSTKitTED #9 recently. I shan't review it (it's
folded) but want to say that never have I seen or imagined such effects obtained
with ditto. There's one illo that looks like a photograph.' tAy only gripe is
that they used purple & red almost exclusively. There are prettier colors in the
dittograph palette. —I read lettercol a fanzine reviews — both quite good.

YillDHO May 1958. a& J Coulson, 105 Stitt St., Wabaah, Ind. 150, 12/^1.50.
Gee — Buck has a lot of negative phrases in this/ "I an getting sick of

con reports" (repeated in slightly varied form), "topics wnich are of no interest
at all to me", "not exactly ny type.", "a field which doeun't interest ne", "one
of the four or five fanzines in the world which are actually worth reading"
hnm. Buck Coulson, young man, quit pouring sshos on that fgint fanniah spark.'

However, Y/JIURQ is its nornal pleasant self. Article by Bob Briney on nath
in SF, story by Rich Brown, fanzine reviews, lettercol & fillers.

George ./ells, Box 486, Riverhead, Hew York, hopes 80 people will send him @1 each
so that he cun buy u ditto. "A few :T;ay not be able to send as much as a dollar
but if this is your case, send no as much as you can." Ho hum.

Gj.PIjt #3 & 4, Ted E. Jhite, 1014 N. Tuckahoe St., Falls Church, Vu. , is distrY&lied
iUJMBLE #13, John Magnus, Jr., 6 S. Frunklintown-Rd. , Baltinore 23, Md.

Those are both pleasant, interesting reading. 3oth gents usk for more friend
liness & good will in fandon. 1 couldn't agree ..lore .' Must say I irao awfully
pleased t/ith Ted's reaction (in a previous GAFIA) to the Perfect Guest's article
in IHi'JUr2'lD0. & so adieu until next month.'
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minutes of: THE WHEELS OP IP
(U)

by VJaltcr A. Vfillia

Tho PCyth meeting of Irish Fandon was held despite the, fog on 17th January at
Oblique House as usual, a mass protest march by the inhabitants of East Belfast

..iiaving been diverted into the canal by fricnds of John Berry in the Traffic Police,
ilr'. VJillis drew attention to the fact that Irish Pandom had been meeting' regularly
for ton years and not once liad proper minutes been kept of the proceedings. He was
not forgetting the unfortunate; case of the visitor from England who' 'had: attempted
to take notes they wo\\ld be glad to knov/ he "was now allowed visitors—but ho
pointed cut tlmt V.'aily Vfobor had been doing it for the Nameless Ones and i-ras still
sane, comparatively speaking. He proposed that I-lr. V/hitc be elected Secretary, as
the only professional vfritcr in Irish Fandom, Mr. V.'hitc said' tlir.t while profovmdly
conscious of the honour, he just could not afford to accept it. Kis wife Peggy had
wired a cash register vip to his typcr and he liad to account for every word; his

" London Norldcon Report in I^licn 19 had loft him v/ithout pockotmoncy for another
four yocrs. Mr. Charters drovf attention to the fact that John Berry was not yot
•present aiid it v/as resolved that Mr. ".'fillis put a red light outside the door to
direct him through the fog. On his return Mr. Willis found that ho had been pro
posed and unanimously elected Hon. Secretary.

llr. V/illig's attempts to find a seconder for an amending resolution wore in
terrupted by the arrival of a strange young lady who said tlm.t a copy bf Hyplicn had
accidentally come into her possession and she had been very interested in it. Im
mediately the v/cll oiled mc.chincry went into action. She was sliiskcd upstairs and
taken on tho Ten Minute- Tour of the attic v/hilc Mr. Charters read scloctod excerpts
from The Enchanted Duplicator and Mr. VHiito assembled the rest of the--raa.tcrial for
the Basic Indoctrination Course. The young lady had been taken as far as the Museum
of Fantiquitios (key of. Jack.Spccr's car, to bo exact) before she was able to make
it clear tlir.t .she vfas the vicar'-s .d.aughtor and liad no interest in science fiction,
or even fandoii, but had thought tho publishers of l^phon might like to help'out vdth

-'the parish magazine. She produced samples of the sort of'printing; that would be
'■required, including a large poster advertising tho garden fete next vfcckend, to be

opened by Gabriiia, 'and then departed, leaving the mooting ;stunncd. The Hon. Scc:-
" rctary, pausing only to'close aM'jindovf v;hich liad been loft open, was about to
•proceed dovmstairs to explain, when there v;as a terrible scream from the hall,

Tlic Hon. Secretary blames liimsclf for his carelessness in allowing tho poster
' ' to be blo\m through the v;indow so tliat the words FERSOML APPEARANCE OF SilBRIKA

were illvjainat'cd as it stuck on the viall beside the lamp, but he still insists t'nat
Jolm Berry was foolishly optimistic. Both of them arc however united in the hope
tliat fans v/111 accept copies of the. St. Simeon Parish Magazine in fulfilment of the

'•unoxpired portion's of'their subscriptions to Retribution and Nyphon.
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K I K U T E S

by wally wober

The May 11, 1956 meeting of the NaineiesB Ones v/as located high atop fabulous
Cougar Mountain* Actually this v/as the very sane place where the April 27'bh
meeting took place, but a careful study by an impartial group of experts (Namely,
mo.) has concluded it is bettor that CRY readers are left uninforned as to what .
happened at the April 27th meeting.

Although the site of the meeting v/as still' the homo of John and Kathleen
Sv/earingon, the official hoot of the evening was Dick l^loen. This nade John and
Kathleen guests of Dick Kulsen's in their own hone^

As soon as possible, V/ally V/eber.went to v/ork extorting ballots for TAFF from
the members attending- the meetings Mith the democratic announcement that the mem^r .
bers could voto for anyone they pleased followed by the information that anyone not
voting for John Berry v/ould not leave Cougar Mountain alive, the filling out of
ballots was completed v/ith efficiency, dispatch, and very-few twisted arms. John
Swearingen behaved surprisingly v/ell during the operation,- although he could not
be restrained from v/riting in his ov/n name on the ballot. ("At least you must
admit," he said, "that Mr. Berry and I have the same first name.")

The business part of the meeting came about when V.'ally V/eber- offered to hold .
the next meeting at his- home, unpopularly'knov/n as Sv/aaphouse. The horrified silence
of the group--Has taken: to mean accop-tance, and the shalcey future of. the club v/as
settled for ano-ther two v/eeks.

The conversation began winding its v/ay from' subject to subject, with -
one of the nombcrs insisting on mentioning science fiction.just as though,

anyone in the' club -read the crazy stuff. Science fiction came dangerously close
to aohopolizing tho-conversation for minutes at a time, and at one point it took
the combined efforts of the group- to keep Rose Stark from reading ah entire story .
out 'loud-from some little-Icnov/n sercon fanzine called Astounding Science Fiction.
If the club doesn't do something to cvurb these outbrealcs of science fiction, it is
difficult to say just how bad things night get. The club night even degenerate to.
tho point-v/here science fiction v/ould becomo the main topic of discussion.-

Fortvmat'ely tho club is still relatively civilized, and the main purpose of
the meeting v/as rcalizedt The--nain purpose of the meeting v/as, of course, to-
consume the host^s refreshments, Thi-s meeting, hov/ever, the host was Dick I'fulsen, -
and although the refreshments seemed to be quite v/holesome and tastay, there is a
certain psychological disturbance connected witiv lcno\/ing Mr. ITulsen that leads one-
to feel that there must be something unusual in anything the man is responsible-
for. One cquld naturally-expect refreshments concocted by Mr. i-fulson to contain, an
ingredient -that converts-'-Nameless Ones "into-purple people eaters, for instance,
Dick's reference- to part of the rofreshnents as, "Sheep Dip", did little to ease the
mind. - - -

Having depleted the-supply of refreshments-to the best of our combined abilities,
the club settled back to acre conversation, John Swearingen played a very serious
speech record on his cusj-om built lo-fi record player that tho meofaors were tricked
into thiiilcing exceedingly funny.. He retaliated later v/ith several selections v/hich
he played on his violin.

••-■ally Censor gave way tb -tlio urge to tell a joke. It involved a v/idow v/hose
husband had died in a brown siiit. It seems "he had expressed the-desire to be
buried in a &lue suit, and the y/idov/ informed the uiidertalcer of the fact. The
undertaker agreed to provide a blue suit, and at the fui-zeral the widow was quite-
pleased v/ith the job the undertaker had'done, but when the umdcrtaker submitted
hi'a bill, there v/as no mention of the cost of .the blue suit. Having typical female
curiosity, the v/idov; asked the undertaker about it." " "Another man died tlvat day in-
a blue suit that same day ajid his wife wanted'him buried "in a brown suit, "he ex
plained. "So T'cxbhanged heads." "• echhhh. v/ally v/eber



CULTIVATLNG the ClIRREiT CROP (l6)
by Bill Meyers

The cover oi" the June aSF is indeed "different" but I'm afraid it's not because of the
new and improved color presses JWC talks about in his article, but because Eknsh is not
"thick" here — he's almost "slick". ^ nice change*

Randall Gerrett's "No connections" takes the top spot this time because of its humorous
aspects. The hilarious kicker is skillfully concealed until the last moment,

Theodore Thomas makes a practice of extrapolating Law into space, end I'm afraid he's
getting tiresome. However, "The Lawschool" this time is saved by the actual court proceedings
taking a back seat. Clement's serial plods on.

As does Imagination. unfortunately.
For some reason, Hamling reprints Kris Nevillds "Special Delivery" as the "novel" this

time, taken from the l/52 issue. Thinking it mi^t just be worth looking for (as Kris
Neville is not really-so bad) I read the first few paragraphs, and flipped to the Bloch col.

Don Berry, the new artist, is doing magnificently. Let's hope he branches out to other
zines were he might be noticed.

Bloch is serious this time, again, as he tried to rally the science fans in the audience
to speak out and take their stand among the devotees of Hary_ 'Jorth and '.-iyatt Barp. Reviews
and other stuff is as well done as might be expected.

•  Amar-i offers a list of uncrowded colleges. Maybe someday Fairman will stun the
world and print something interesting. Z-D is now offering a classified ad service at the
rate of 250 a word. After being able to put as much as one wants in Other Worlds without
paying a cent, I doubt if this will make much of a hit vath anyone other than pro book dealers.

After perasing the June aSF took review, I see that the Eric Frank Russell series.
currently running in Fantastic has already been printed in hardbound form. Well.

Hardbounds this time consist of "The Bowmen & Other Legends" by Arthur Machen and non-
sf "The Black Rose" by Thomas Coatain. The former could hardly be classified as science fic
tion, but rather roligio-fantasy. It's a-limited edition, printed in 1915, with leas than a
hundred pages, about twenty-five of vrf^ich are taken up by the introduction. Several short-
short legends of World War 1, concerning Divine Intervention and the like. As you might
guess, this was bought sight unseen.

I'm mentionins "The Black Rose" because of its exceedingly strong characterization,
a mark of an excellent book. I'm rather late in reading tliis, it being a best-seller back
in 1945-46, but Costain has been recommended to me by several'people. It was indeed good
vath, as I say, characterization the superior quality. Tiiis is something rarely found in
science fiction, I'm afraid, and may be another contributing factor to why science fiction
is not —— (you fill it",in; it's been said enough).

• .....Now that we :^ve the trivia pushed out of the way, let us go time travelling vath
Meyers. Back, back, we go to the year of 1926....it is Spring
' Well, after quite a few years of publishing Science & Invention, and a couple of maga

zines devoted to "radio" Hugo Gemsback has come out \ath a new magazine that I, personally,
feel has been needed ever since he began publishing imaginative fiction in ever-increasing
•quantities, in the aforementioned magazines. Weird Tales has provided a market for fantasy
for several years, but fantasy is old and has been ivritten for thousands of years, while this
new element in the field of literature, known as "scientifiction", is relatively new and has
been introduced by such modem authors as H.G, Wells and Jules Verne. Since I, particularly,
am fond of this type of fiction and am becoming somewhat a steady fan of it, I am happier
than ever to see a magazine appear that is devoted to it exclusively.

The cover, I'm sure, is rather inaccurate, although it does serve its intended purpose
of catching the eye. It pictures a band of ice-skaters in a.vmsteland resembling the Arctic
regions, with — of all things! — Saturn serving as the background. The inaccuracies are
the yellow and. the fireman-red stripes on. Saturn.

Mr. Gemsback, in iiis editorial, promises not only reprints of the old masters .(Wells,
Veme, Po.e, etc) but new material "by modem-day writers. I hope it catches on with some of
the more skillful writers of the present day.

The fiction itself begins with a serialized version of Jules Verne's "Off on a Comet",
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which is illustrated on the cover. It is in two parts, the conclusion of which is to come
next cionthi In the first half Captain Hector Servadac of the lYench Army and Ben Zoof, his
aide, axe svrept away from the Earth by a comet whose gravitational pull is so strong as to
tear off a comparatively large section of the Earth and carry it off into space. I'm not sure
that Vemys science is plausible but he, as usual, is gifted with an entertaining style of
writing, A lot happens in tliis first installments the two companions happen upon a number of
other people who were also carried off with the comet, including Servadac's rival, the crew
of his rival's ship, an Italian girl, a Jewish money-lender, and a band of poor Spaniards.
Complications arise as the comet makes its way outward from the sun dragging^the group into
intense cold (Verne asserts that the temperature of space, is never below -60 ). The first
installment ends after they have soi;ght refuge in the warm confines of the caverns of a
volcano, and after they have discovered that there is yet a man that they had not known of,
whose presence is revealed by, of all things, notes in bottles composed largely of equations
and exclamations dealing with astronomy,

H.G. Wells' "The New Accelerator" is next, concerning a solution that, when taken inter
nally, prom.des so much energy that one moves around so speedily that the world appears
to stand still*

"The Man from the Atom" by G. Peyton Wertenbaker has some amazing concepts. The feature
character is provided with a device vdiich will enable him to grow larger or smaller at will.
He chooses to grow larger — and grows to such immense proportions that our Solar System is
only an atom in a' vast ocean of another v,orld. He fails to return, for he cannot find E^rth
among the untold trillion^ of atoms and e^-ectrons, and the stoj^ is ended rather sadly.

"The Thing from — Outside" by George Allen England has been done before, ahd with more
skill by, for instance, Algernon Blaclnjood in his "The Wendigo", This, too, takes place in
the Canadian North Woods and deals vdth Unknown Things that are never actually seen but
which only leave traces of where they have been.

Austin Hell's "The Man '.flio Saved the Earth" entails another good concept — which is
logioali Mars* by the means of fantastically advanced machines, threatens to drain Earth of
all of its water so that it can irrigate its own parched lands. The hero (who is played up
too much, I'm afraid) saves the V70rld with ;another fantastic'machine v^ch he just happens
to ha'be been working on since he had been a boy.

Last is Edgar Allen PoiSs "The Sacts in the Case of M. Valdemar" in which a real feeling
of horror is communicated by Poe's skilled pen. A man id^o is skilled in mesmerism, keeps
"M, Valdemar" in a state of semi-consciousness for seven months after he had actually already
died! The ending is revolting and consequently extremely effective.

I'm looking for^sard to further issues of this new magazine, .funazing Stories; it shows

THE BEST OF FiiNIOM — iqSV

i\n anthology of the best fan written material published in 1957.
Contains selections from: OOPSLA

SIGBO HYPHEN
• OUIRK rvBERR/iTION

KEEBIRD C^iMBBR
QUAGMIRE VOID

TRIODE
By such authors as:

w:iT raLLis

ROBERT BLOCH

BOB SH*iW

If you didn't read "A CBLiNCE OF A GHOST", England's choice as the best from
RETRIBUTIOxN, read it here. 35^ Terv/illiger

1412 /Jbright St.
Boise, Idaho

Limited number printed. '
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F A W D E N G 0'

by JolpT Berry

i:

I witc this vri.th an unsteady-liond. Tears dim oycs, and a nostalgic yearning
floods tlirough my mind as I-gazc round tho room.' % daughter' s bedroom. She had
her fourth birthday just last month, and, by one of thcGC infinitely devilish josts
of the Forces of Frustration, that birthday, otherwise so happy and gay, was a fur
ther nail in tho coffin of my fanac.

I -recall the birthdo.y. Kathleen, my daughter, invited all her little friends
in for a party, and all put on funi^- hats, and I put one on too, and I played "hide
and seek with then. Then my wife called us into the dining room, and I watched in
awe as greedy little mouths devoured a month's grocery account. Then, tearfully,
Ko.thlcen bade then all goodbye, and hugging-her presents, we put ̂hcr' to bed in her
cot, in the big bedroom she slmrcd vfith her brother. . ' '

Downstairs, as I helped clear up the debris, ny wife made an imporiant an- '
nouncemcnt.

"Vfc'll put Katlilecn in the back bedroom," she said.
I stopped scraping the remains of a lemon jolly off the coiling.
"But- but that's iny don," I said nervously. "It's full of fanzines and books,

and ray duplicator "
"....and rubbish," she interrupted. "I'm sure I don't know what parents

thinlc vfhon they lo6k into that room. Pictures of Marilyn Monroe and Diana Dors
on the wall, and a notice saying 'Ploaso replace tho 5D glasses aftor use, it's
the only pair I have, ' pinned to tho door.' Thoy do thinlc the Worst of you, and you
can liardly blame them. And there's those tvfo terribly dirty tea clicsts with that
plank across them."

"That's ny desk,' I said indignantly. Some people don't appreciate mj-powers
of initiative".-

"'.'Jell, I don't cdro," she insisted. "It'll all have to go. ;T'm going to start
redecorating that room tomorrow, so you'd better get everything cleared out -— and
mind v.'hero' you put all that junlc. If you put those tea chests in our bedroom, I'm
going homo to mother."

Hcdding glumly, and resigned to the inevitable, I dragged mj' footsteps up-'
stairs. I looked -at den. I Icickcd last week's correspondence out of thp way
and slumped .:in a chair. I looked round the vralls, ignoring tho rips in tho vivid
puco wallpapor. Many photographs wore pinned in prominent places, pictures of
Busby, Mc'tzgdr, Scluilthcis, Sanders, Ellington, DAG and his tribe, ATOIi, John
Champion, the Linards, a fcv; Swedes (not the vcgctablca, stupid) and so many
others. Several full length oxampics of the Body Beautiful (personified by the
names my wife had just previously mentioned), some in "colour and in various stages
of undress, wore plastered in prominent positions on the four walls.

I pondcrod at the many BNF's whjo had suffered vjithin, Raoburn, Schulthois,
Rory Faulkner, Chuck Itirris, the Bulmcrs, the Willis's, the Thomsons, the Whites,
etc. I rccallod the evening Steve Schulthois was welcomed into my don, in its
guise as tho G.D.A.H.Q. Ho v/as obviously anxious to show his folks in the States
tliat it was all so incredibly true, and suspending himself by the toocaps of his •
polished shoos from the picture rail, ho took flashlight photographs with rocklcss
aplomb.

Rory Fa-alloicr, on the same occasion, staggered baclorfards at the strange
ethereal. a'tmosphoro of tho Berry don, and ultimately confessed that in all her
years she'd never seen anything like it before.

I looked at the ordered disorder, and Icncw thL-.t never again would I have my
fanac Cjuito so organised. In the other lioxiso, a fo;-; years previously, ny fannish
cooourcmcnto load been strewn throughout tho house, under bods, behind the cistern,
in the pantry. Then, when wo moved to Cam-pbcll Park Avenue, T had bagged the spare
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bc.c!i bedroom, and mado it my own exclusive territory. Up to tho unhappy day I had
been given orders to vacate, it liad boon so terribly easy to keep taba on things.
If I wanted to find a certain letter, it only took ne, on average, about twenty five
minutes to shuffle about on my hands and Icnces until I discovered it.

And,' on tliat last sad evening, as I sat there for the last tine, I realised
that an outstanding era of my fanac had all but ended. For almost tv/o years I had
tasted the delights of liaving all fannish equipment in one place - ny place -
and most probably, once again, all that liad boon efficient and organised would be
come inefficient and disorganised. I should once again have grave trouble trying
to keep tabs on my correspondence.

I got up, walked slewly round tho room, looking at tho many and varied deco
rations on tho wall. A novel sf calendar, cent by the Coulsons, my Quinn Original,
many ATOM illo's, the fannish snapshots mentioned before, the pin-ups.....

I gathered cy books together, blew the dust off them, and when I could once
again see clearly, stacked them in suitcases.

Under cover of a smokc-scroen and a frontal attack by the United States Marines
I captured a bridgehead in tho north west cornor of my son's bodroom, and behind a
tomporary borricadc of toa-chosts, organised a Temporary Fanac Headquarters.

It v/as the best I cou.ld do
««••••

Vfhcn I arrived homo from office the following night, my wife had done her
worst. I-Iy den was no more. Tho fly-blow, paper, ripped and torn, which had suited
tho general atmosphere of my room so much, had all been scraped off. The dent in
the floorboards, where my typcr had once dropped, had been repaired. Tho room was
bare.•...deserted

And the final agony v/as to comc. I was coerced into rc-papcring the room. A
nice pink flowered v/allpapor, with a triclcj'' pattern, specially designed so that
the edges of the paper didn't fit properly. This annoyed mo oven more.

Finally, a coat of light apple-blossom paint on tho doors and window frames
finished the decor. I - I couldn't rocognicc the room. It - it looked so different.

• ••••• » 9 • • * ̂

As I said on the first line of this true and sentimental story, tears dim ny
eyes as I write this'. Kathleen is asleep in the bod, and I'm loaning back in a
now armcliair. The door is closed, and everything is so silent. And yet, in some
inexplicable way, as if I am in another dimension, there ̂  an atmosphere about the
place. It's my imagination, I Icrow, but there, by the doorway, is Steve Schulthois,
a look of blank astonishment on his face as he steps over tlic remains of a tube of
duplicating ink which the previous entrant, Rory Faulkner, hadn't noticed. Arthur
Thomson, his- sunburned nose like a beacon, seems almost to materialize in front of
mc, his stylo hand making circular motions as ho transcribes a Rotslcr illo on to
stencil. And tho rest of them, one by one, Raoburn, his vivid red corduroy jacket
draped round him like Superman....James IThitc, looking furtively over his shoulder
as he drapes a card onscribcd 'ANTIGOOK V/AS HERE' over my typcr...Ken ailmcr, pulling
paper clips out of his board.

Such thoughts belong to a fan's memory....they are sacred....and wonderful.
••••»• «•••••

Ily wife just interrupted reverie. She told me to go downstairs as she
wanted to discuss something important with me. I pressed her for details, and she
said it was tiiac we re-dccoratod Colin's bedroom, as ho was jealous of all tho
work wc had put into his sister's room.

Aw hell.

Blow a bugle, soraoono. Line up, bhoys, like you did in THE NAKED AND THE DEAD
and BATTLE CRY. Unitod States Marines, at the double lb the Attic, mon.

O-H-A-R-G-E.

the end
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THE INSIDE DOPE.. .

Rich Brown

Hayte you read my report, a few ORY's ago, of the' New Year's Party that was
held at the Hoffatt's house. Well, I was re-reading it the otlicr day, and I got
to thinking about hovr all the fans who road it wore really missing out on some-
tMng. One of the worst tilings that happened there. It really was, it was bad
all right, I'm here to tell you.

I didn't mention it before because it depressed me. It doprecsed me, y'soe,
because I thought of all the poor neofans tliat might be reading it, and how if
they learned The Trueth, they night gafiate, or hovf it might v/arp the mind of a
potential BNF and make him a fugghead or some worse thing. But now I don't care.
I think it's ny fannish duty to tell you about all the stupid people and the
stupid things they done.

As you may remember, I vras in this poker game with Burbco and Ellik and all,
and I said that I quit when I lost all my money. That was a flat-dabbed liei Now
come the trueth, no matter who it may hurt; I walked out because I was disgusted
v/ith the v/hole mess. May all their beanie-props grow cob-vfebsl

You may think that this is a little too emotion filled, but it isn't, really.
I thinlc it'd be safe to say that any true-fan in my place would act and feel tlie
same way Any intelligent tru-fan, that is.

Well anj'wayj it was Elliks deal, and he dealt the cards around and said,
''Seven card stud.® It vras dealer's clioice. Vfell, when he was pushing the cards
out, nobody was saying much, so I began regailing them with ny wonderful con
versation.

"And there was the fight the Tarantula's had with us Chessmen out on
in L.A. Well this big sucker comes up like a bat out of hell vrith a chain and,
I took E5' switch-blade..."

Burbee kept trying to look at liis cards and when he wasn't he was looking
at me vrith a lairt expression. He'd done that overy time of the previous 12 hands
when I began to talk.

Ellik said, "Damnit Brovm, vrl^.don't you shut up and play the game?"
Naturally, I laughed in his face.
Ellik, by the v/ay, is the sensitive fannish face combined with short-cropped

blond hair and glasses. Besides that he is possessed of intelligence, vrit, and .
everything that makes a Good Fan. Besides this, lie lias a rugged handsomeness and
..well, I'd go on, but his notes here are Icind of scrawled; guess he should hs-ve
used a typer.

• About the JOth hand they vrere all looking pretty haggard; I don't laiow wly,
as my wit vras getting better as were the stories — g'.iess they'd hp-d too much bheer,
or something.

• Like I said in my other report, about here they started concpiring, openly but
vrith malice aforethot, to get mo out of the gome. They raised bids over my head,
and refused to bid when it looked like I'liad a good hand. For instance, when vre
first started, the bids were in pennies; novr they were in quarters and half-dollars.

Naturally, I laughed in their faces.
Suddenly, during the 57th liand, right in the middle of a very good story I

was telling them, Mile Mason's face lit up. I smiled, face lit up also, and I
continued the story vrith more zest;,at least, one person here was a true-fan.

Then, Mile leaned over and said to Burbee, "I've got a plan.." and the rest
was done in a hurried vrhisper. I ignored them and continued my story. Burbee
nodded and leaned over to pass Ellik the vrord, while Uilo did the same to Barney

.Banard.

With Barney laughing as Ivard as he did, you'd at least tMnIc they'd have the
fannish courtecy to let me in on it. After all, wasn't I telling thorn some very
interesting, spicy, witty, luuaorous stories? But they didn't — I guess they vrere
so wrapped up in vrhat I vrac saying that they forgot themselves.
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I had delt the 57th hand, so the went to Barney Anard. Barney paused
and said, "This'11 be a quick hand of schmaltz." He tore tv/o cards in half and
gave them to Kilo. Ho tore the corners off tliroe cards and spread them in front
of Burbeej four up," eight dovm. Then he tore five cards in quarters and gave five
of then to Ellilc and I5 to me, After that ho took eight cards off the bottom of
the deck and sliced then diagonally, keeping for himself every other diagonal.

I eyed them keenly; Barney, Kilo, Burbec, Sllik. It looked like they were
having trouble, keeping a smile off their faces.

Barney said, "I^ve got a vceblefetzbr; I'll bid
Kilo.said, "I've got a furshlugginor; I'll raise you ̂ 0^,^
Burbeo said, "I've got a snazzlc; I'll raise you §1."
Bllik said, "I've got a farfle; I'll raise you $2."

.  , V.'cll, hell, I got up and loft right tlierc. I moan, there are certain funny
things, in doing something stupid, but this.wcs just Too Hvich. Of all the stupid
things.. Tell me, can you actually see somebody stupid enough to try to beat a
vooblofctzor, furshlugginor, and a snazzlo with a lousy farfle?

„_50 —

THE ADVEHTUKES OF BRINKIVATER J. HDLDCLINOH

by Joe Pylka •

Brinkwatcr had tried, mar^ tines, mar^ ways. He'd sealed up all the entrances,
the cracks and crevices, leading into the room. Ho put poison all around, stud:
flypaper onto the floor, us well as himself. All to no avail. Ho still had ants
in his pe.ntry. Finally ho couldn't stand it any longer. Ho did what any man in
his position vrould do. Ho went out to got a drink.
'  ' Over a scotch and- soda at the E::ploore's Club, whore ho was a member, Brink-
water related his problem to Sir Giles 'Worcestershire Sauccshire, tho celebrated
veteran of the India service. "You Imow," he concluded, "those ants are'persis
tent boasts. They have completely baffled no. VJho.t more can I do?"

"Tliore arc' times when one can do absolutely nothing," answered Sir Giles.
"The only suggestion I 'liave for you is to let them alone, keep a stiff upper lip,
and all tliat."

"l-Iaybe I sl*>u.ld try tliat. They sort of frighten mo. They're b'ig black
animals, and from the looks they give me they'd carry me off it I bothered thorn
too much."

"Yos, they arc rather largo ants. But your American ones arc nothing com
pared to the ants 1 savf in India. Those vrerc almost as big as a house, As a
matter of fact, the natives often captur'cd the young ones, v;hich they then trained
to perform vqrious tasks. "They vjcrc the regular - beasts-of burden in the back
country. Thoy vrcro quite intelligent, too. The natives taught them.a fcv; simple
corjmunds so that they. cov!ld. direct'them in their v/ork. These ants usually became
quite tamo after a while, and v/cre as faithfu.l as a lap dog. You load to watch
out for them, though. Sometimes they v/ont berserk, killed their mastery and often
made a good attempt at destroying tlio'village. Then 1 or one of the other officials
he.d to go out, loint them down, and' kill them."

"That sounds a little far fetched," Sir. Gilo.s'.. I've never heard of such a
boast before. Toll -mo, what are tlneso ants, called _by the natives?"

"Eleph-ants" answered Sir Giles.' • ,

the end
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by aimett R Toskey
s Q V Evrw/? tST
authors are standouts in the Ziff-

Part VI: 1945.

As mentioned in my last month's column, two
Davis publications during 1943, David V. Reed and Don Wilcox. In Fantastic Adventxures.
however, another author made enough noteworthy appearances to be eminently worthy o£
mention, said other being none other than Robert Bloch, not only for nine "Lefty Feep"
stories, but also for stories under his Tarleton Fiske pseudonym. Leroy Yerxa began
to develop even more pseudonyms than his contemporary David V/right O'Brien, with the
astonishing result that the December issue is extremely unique — every story in it
is by Yerxa, under one pseudonym or another. This feat was accomplished only three
times, altogether, in Ziff-DaVis magazines: the mentioned one by Yexoia, in 1945 by
Berkeley Livingston, and in 1947 by Richard S ShaverUxcept in this last case they
didn't hide the fact). I ̂  told that Don Wilcox has also had this honor, but this is
impossible, according to dqt calculations.

Ths cover artwork was completely dominated by Robert Gibson Jones, exeept for one
by Malcolm Smith and two by HW McCauley.- Interiors were by many people, but Magarian
continued to be the most decorative. Tj^e lettercol had some discussion of the relative
merits of Magarian and Finlay (they have similarities in style), with many supporters
for both artists.

Chad Oliver was a frequent contributor to the lettered. Other familiar names
there include Robert Bloch and Joe Kennedy,

But the real meat of the issues is the stories themselves, so lets cut in:

NOVEL LENGTH STORIES (30,000 words and over): (in order of preference)
"The Man With Five Lives" by Clyde Woodruff (David V. Reed), (Rating A,1.3), long

novel complete in January. Th® author's real name is David Vem, I just remembered,
but I always think of him as David V Reed. Here is one of the most amazingly con
structed pffiBces of potion ever written. The fantasy element is the division of a
man into five men, each the embodiment of one distinguished quality in the original.
One is a coward, another a liar, one a fool, end one a killer} the fifth one remaining
is, then, the real man. The hero's name is Clyde Woodruff, and ten pages from the end
it shocks the reader to discover that the liar had written the viiole story. Against
this fantasy is a mundane-type counterplot so intricate as to keep you in complete
suspense until the final thread of the mystery is revealed. T^is is a terrific story
written in Reed's brilliant literary style.

"Chariot of Death" by Don Wilcox, (Rating A,1.5), August. Words cannot describe
this story adequately. Within ten pages I was completely fantisted by the scoop and
power of the multitude of fantastic concept involved in this story. The plot finally
settles down.to a fabulous tale of political intrigue, brought on by an all-consuming
superstition cult, and fifty million "unemployed workers, handled in a ma^er that only
Wilcox could have — any other •would have fallen into the maiy pitfalls in this type
of story .A great deal of the plot is engineered by a skeleton vho wears a rad cape
and plots tp convince the unemployed millions "that they sliould commit suicide.

"Ret'om of the \/hispering Gorilla" by David V Reed (Rating A,1.6), long novel
complete in February. Tjiis sequel to a V/ilcox story (May 1940) relates tte inner
struggles of a man'a brain in a Goxrilla's body against the jungle blood of the
animal'3 body. The scene is Africa during the 2nd wfirld V/or, and tells of a fantastic
scheme the Germans had for using trained gorillas to man suicide submarines. Reed
combines aji unusually intricate plot with the skill of a van vogt, but with much
greater clarity and instight into the minds of the characters.
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"Craig'a Book" "by Don Wilcox, (Rating 4,1.?)^ July. Once again, Wilcox creates a
Cast of characters that v?ould make Jules "Verne squirm in envy, and in addition creates
Q flight into fancy so vald as to be nearly indescribable, yet so realistically portrayed
that suspense and mystery are sustained throughout. The book which gives the story its
title is a book of small blank eards vdiich would each transfonn itself into a beautiful
girl if you tossed it into the air. This \*)uld "be a handy arrangement for men vdio play
the field, no doubt. -The big difficulty, however, is-that whai you tried to kiss the
girl, she would turn back to q card. Quite a stacked deck,

"World of the Paper Dolls" by Don Wilcox, (Rating A,1.7), October. In his usual
unpredictable pattern, Wilcox here combines many elements of wild fantasy into a stoiy
filled with charming girls and villains which are so evil that you expect them to leap
riglit out of the magazine at you and bite your head off. Here are paper dolls which
explode if touched by an untrustworthy person, but are harmless if the person is-"trust
worthy, paper dolls which drift in self-created winds toward an ancient buried treasure,
and paper dolls ivith powers even more potent than voodoo dolls. —And it's so dam
easy to tear the head off of a paper doll!

"Furlough From Eternity" by David Wright 0'Brien(Rating, A,-ll8), April.- O'Brien's
finest story answers the question: Does a professional gambler vdio is honest at Ms trade
and virtuous in other respects belong in Heaven or Hell? In this case, the-gambler
gets a gambling chance — and wins a 48 hour furloi^gh back on Earth in another "body to
try to find proof that at least three people love him but then he gets convicted of
his own murder. The plot gets more complicated after that, and at the end is a twist
that is totally unsuspected, yet v4iich makes it a truly outstanding story.

"The Ice Queen" by Don Wilcox (Rating A)1.9), January, W^ile this is far from being
Wilcox at his bestj it is still a fine story in true Wilcox fashion, with a "C^ of
finely drawn characters. The stoiry tells of a hidden civilization under arcitc-ice, its
queen idio rides on a vAiite tiger idiich possesses many strange powers, and-a,king who
is nothing but a heap of bones almost rotted completely away, vdio rules with an iron
hand centuries after his death. As usual, the ending is a happy one, but one can never
predict just how Wilcox is going to bring about his happy ending,

"Return to Lilliput" by Williom Brengle (Rating B,2i3), May* An adventure story of
four men and a girl shipwrecked on the island of Lilliput, complete with manyvof the
characters of the Swift novel, but now equipped with a fourth-dimensional theory of their
existence* Tjje story is smooth and pleasant readii^, but containsfew siirprises, but
several fortunate coincidences... Entertaining enough, but follows a predictable pattern.

SHORT STORIES: "B" rating; (in order of preference) ,
"Almost Hipan" by Tarleton Fiske (Robert Bloch), Juhe. This classic story needs

little comment, for it has been anthologized, and broadcast over radio and TV many times.
It is the story of a robot, educated to be a criminal, but vaio meets its match at last
in woman. A real,gem. . . . .

"Spawn of the Glacier" by Leroy Yerxa, December, Yerxa"'s best story up to this time
concerns some seed^ found in glacial ice near the North Pole. Accidentally they become
planted, and the-'resulting plants: bear streuige fruit--— which, when ripe, fails to the
grouhd. Then a door.in the ripe fruit opens and a little green man 5" high, and with
wings, steps forth. Twelve of these little green men set- out with a firm determination to
conquer the Earth, .

"Nothing Happens to-Lefty Feep", by" Robert Bidch, February. Here is one of the beat
of the series. Feep gets sent to the lend of Nowhere, where he meets"such famous people
as .inonymous; John Doe, and Mr. Average Jlan(whose radio doesn't work because statistics
ahov? that the Average Man only owns 8/l5 of a radio!), A hilarious story.

"Traii'Of the Magic Slippers" by John York Cabot (David Wright O'Brien), -March.
A short and refreshingly original tale of interdimehsional- travel, viiich seems written
mere in Wilcox's style than in O'Brien's. O'Brien is versatile enough to have-"-written
this, but it also is possible that the editor goofed-
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"C" stories (in order of publicatiou):

.January: "The Perfect H^iSband" by Dwight V Swain
"Lefty Feep Catches Hell" by Robert Blooh
"I'lister Trouble" by David Wright O'Brien

February: .Yesterday's Clock" by David Wright O'Brien
"The WillfTil Puppets" by William P. McGivexn
"Club of the Damned" by Clee Garson (David Wri^t O'Brien)

March; "Drummers of Daugavo" by Dwight V Swain
"The Gave Him a 'Rope" by H B Csirleton .
"The Chance of a Ghost" by Robert Bioch ((Lefty Feep))
"Jones Gets the Willies" by Elroy Amo (Leroy Yerxa)
"Tomorrow's Mail" by Leslie Owen

April: "The Curse of Many Hands" by K. Jarvis (Robert Moore Williams
"Where in the Warehouse" by Bruce Dennis
"Lefty Feep and the Racing Robot" by Robert Bioch
"The Merchant of Venus" by Clee Garson (David Wright O'Brien)
"The Last Case of Jules de Granjerque" by John Yoik Cabot (David Wright O'Brien)
"The Bracelet" by Doris Thomas

May: "Saint Mulligan" by Nelson S. Bond
"Return of a Demon" by- Alexander Blade (house name, Yerxa likely here)
"The Irresistable Perfume" by Harold Lawlor
"The Skeleton in the Closet" by Tarleton Fiske (Robert Bioch)
"The C\uh.ous Coat" by David Wright O'Brien
"Genie With The Light Brown Hair'* by Robert Bioch ((Lefty Feep story)) —
"The Garden of Hell" by Leroy Yerxa
"The Miracle of lO-cker McGuire" by Robert Moore Williams

June: "Stupoiman" by Robert Bioch ((Lefty Feep Story))
"I'll be there with Music" by Berkeley Livingston
"Stenton's Shadov:" by David Wright O'Brien
"Lost Legions of Carthage" by Leroy Yerxa
"Genie of Baghdad" by William P. McGivem

"Have You Seen Me?" by Richard Vardon
"Citadel of Hate'' by Lee Francis (Leroy Yerxa)

July: "Caverns of Time" by Carlos McCune
"The Goon from Rangoon" by Robert Bioch ((Lefty Feep Story))

August: "The Star Shepherd" by William Brengle
"World Beyond Belief" by William P. McGivem
"You Can't Jfl.d Lefty Feep" by Robert Bioch
"Dinky Winky Vfoo" by Harold Lawlor
"Fairy Tale" by Tarletoa Fiske (Robert Bioch)

October: "A Horse on Lefty Feep" by Robert Bioch
"Warrior Maids of Lybia" by Leroy Yerxa

December: "Witch of Blackfen Moor" by Lee YKS Fpancis (Leroy Yerxa)
"Professor Cyclone" by Alexander Blade (house name—used here by Yerxa)

I forgot to mention before, but as with Amazing, Fantastic Adventures reduced its
size to 212 pages in Jane end went bi-monthly in Au^st, The remaining stories not
mention in the above listing or the preceding discussion are "D" stories, which means
they are just sort of ordinary. There are no "B" stories orw worse.

Cry readers have no doubt nOted with horror the imusual length of these last two
review columns; but the reason is obvious — an unusual number of pages were being re
viewed, and the percentage of commentable stories is larger than normal. I hope to
have columns regularly for several' months to come now, but the next few vail be quite
short, because the mags went quarterly for tvro years, so you con rest a little easier
than you may have thought. Anyhow, you are getting this in addition to all the rest of
the Cry mateiaal — nothing is being taken out to make rbdm for it.
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conducted

BURNETT R. TOSKEY •>'

with

an occasional leetle conuaent

/iMELlA PEI4BERT0N
herself.

TENNESSEE '.OLLIAM
Dear Party of the Unsigned,

Once more it is time for Meyers' hi-iponthly comments
Those ATOM bems are beautiful; the perfection evident in the cutting of the stencil^

indicates you're taking a great deal of care with them, and I must admit that you are doing
just as wll, if not better, than ATOM himself in this respect.

Other artwork is the usual trash...in addition to my suggestion that you print only_
letters from Deeck in the letter column, I also assert that all art^^rk not drawn by ATOM
should definitely be banned from the CRY with great fervor.

I'm in favor of the 25^ per issue deal; besides eliminating a lot of useless deadwood,
the jacked-up cost might bring in more letters from a few silent mercenaries undoubtedly
present in our audience.

Tlie Gestetner, as expected, could not give better repro._ The results are quite pleasing,
due to my being nostalgic over the old combined mimeo'd ^d ditto'd CRYs; now we have a
completely mimeographed issue, and printed in lustrous blue yet. Besides this, no more
ye ow egree with Pemberton that Lowndeszines are enjoyably fannish. What RA'.iL is
lacking though is sufficient space to expand these departments to lengths of »^ch they are
worthy without crowding out a too sizeable anount of fiction.
This is where the pulps were very handy. I'm not backing the
"Bring back the pulps" craze now as I realize it is sheer wasted

• breath, however-, I am still for'micro-type in the columns, if
not in the fiction. If Amazing can do it, so' can Future and SFS.

Review all the Z-D zines you want, Pemby; I, personally,
find it quite disgusting to even flip through them in search
of something to say in the way of a review. "You may be rigjht
as to Amazing* s being'more readable than previous to the
change in number of pages, but I am aware of your psycho- .
logy and, no matter how intensely yoa:may praise Z-D in
an attempt to bring back my complete reviews of same, I
feel it only fair to warn you that I'm not even giving
consideration to such.

Gordon Dickson't "The Question", P.emty, may not have
been so very philosophical; neither may it have been given
serious extrapolation and creative thought, but it was
Qajoyable To Read, and in my book, that gives it top
priority over any other aSF story I've read in many
months. . - "

•But your version- of the Clarke "Songs..." story in IF vrould have been so much more
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trite. Clarke's may not have been as completely logical as yours, but why be logical?
put restraints — especially such a trivial one as that — on potentially good plots because
they do not conform to the way in viiioh things are expected to happen. This is one of tv?o
distinct faults in the general run of today's literature. Authors construct their plots
around the most logical chain of events, when actually the most influential and effective
occurrences happen, by, accident. Like who's going to write a story about a paper-hanger
idiose paper doesn't hang so he rushes out end nearly conquers the world.

As for the other fault, it's the plausibility of characters. No matter how "realistic"
today's literature is purported to be, virtually no one has yet created a really true-
to-life specimen of mediocrityi To write a good story one's characters either have to be
in the Incredibly Heroic or the Incredibly Moldy category. One or the other, when you break
everything down. .(Actually, ihoj this is not a "fault" but a necessary evilj as mediocre
characters^no matter'how well-characterized, will not hold the attention of the readery and
one does not create literature when he has no readers.)

Yeah, so watch it, Pemberton. i
The Pemberton Opposite does a creditable job this time and I will refrain from my usual

criticism as the length (6 pages — incredible for
this reviewer) cancels out any complaints I might
have in the reviewing itself. I'm being merciful

•/, \ , this time, Amelia, especially when you did not praise
SPECTRE to the heavens as you should have.

Fields' sentence, upon re-reading, does seem
. rather vague at that, but I m sure you are complete
ly, off the ttfaokin your interpretation, I was
■iokirig' anyhow.. .AP^) ".Vhat G¥F appears to say is
that Terry Carr is obligated to print all material
'submitted to him by his college friends, and that
Ellik is the only one of these vdio turns out mater
ial worthy of being printed — but this lets out
Brandon, doesn't it,-...

And you certainly sliced up TWIG here.
Besides my trusty zap, Bruce Pelz neglected to men
tion that I had dauntlessly attempted other means
of staying his visit to my abode. Such things as
having the Elements on my side. Surely he didn't
think that the heaviest snowfall here in 18 years

• did not just hamien to occur on the day he decided
to Visit me! Unfortunately, the, it did not dis
course him enough, as he had on his cave-exploring
outfit and in case of the car being buried by the
blow be was capable of tunneling his way to my
house. And, yes, that outfit. It scared hell out
of me when I first saw it...there I v^as staring at
something resembling a Martian with a bright red

plastic helmet, a glowing zap-ray mounted on the front of it and a haggy pair of cover-all
over-alls, I do wish Bruce warned me of this initial shock, beforehand, as it was enough
.to throw me off guard enough to allow him to proceed into my lair before I had a chance to
recover and throw him back out.

Another thing he neglected to notice. My "henchman" was actually world-renowned
Kenneth Sesle Psychologist Extraordinaire. ,He did not "mumble a few words" as Bruce vpuld
have it but in actuality completely psychoanalyzed him vnthout his awareness and later on
after Bruce had left he called up and made his report like a good little henchman. It seems
that he drew some very interesting conclusions that I will not relate here but which I will
send in detail to anyone requesting such and enclosing 8-7.50 for mailing costs. He still
cackles about it as do I, for although Half-Goon outwitted me by means of his zap-gun, I
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reaped auch more important profits from the visit, in accumxilating enou^ material to black
ball him from the GDA for life.

Just one wrong move, Bruce, old buddy*..
Hal Lynch'3 "The Incredible Meaning Of It All" is good, fannish, and convinced me more

than ever that CRf is coming up .in this world with Exceptional material.
' Wally's "Minutes" at least assures us all that not an issue will go by without at

least one Exceptional item (vdth all respects to the Pembertons, of course). As long as
Waliy lasts, CRT- will last.

I can't seeM to scrounge up much to say about "Prospectus" as it seems to be more of
a personal"declaration of existence more than anything else,

''*».this barnacle in the anus of progress..." Omighod, that was good. As of now, I
think a-2sqlvnnn of Deeck and Moran letters would be much better than a column composed solely
of Deeck. •

Adams:

I suppose I'm
forced to ad

mit that I'm
quite mania
cal about

this business

of collecting.
Besides being

a vjild-eyed '
completist, I'
a sticklpE for
condition and

have lately
taken to pa-
perclipping
temporary- pro
tective jack-

ets on each magazine I read to prevent perspiration from my finger-tips getting on the
magazind*. Doesn't that beat anything you ever heard of? _ ^

However, I'm.not the Ultimate in such foolishness. Friend Sgagle, viiom is mentioned
earlier, knows of .a collector of Pogo comics vAio keeps them in a large vault, and when every
now and then, he looks through one, he handles it with a sterile rag and makes sure to
touch only the comer of each page as he turns it, ,

Brown is getting out of hand with all these .comments. He appears to have turned pro
lific as a result of his letters to The Cult and-.apparently Th® Cult influence is showing
here in this format".' . i 4.-

I'd wondering how many hours Heather Robson spent in deep concentration, contemplation,
and deduction, to finally come up with the contention that I had ceased to read the Z-D
magazines. .. .. . . . j. _j

Gerber: Onward, Leslie Gerber, onward. There is no other Leslie Gerber in existence and
there never will be another Leslie Gerber, so make the most of it fellow. Onward*..

And in the words of the stupefying strumoet: It'3 a business to do pleasure with you.
Bill Meyers
4301 Shawnee Circle
Chattanooga 11, Tenn.

{(((Lynch'a piece met with great favor with us as well as the readers. Ue all hope he
contributes again, soon. The shot we-have of Bruce Pelz for next months fotocover fits your
description. In story writing, it is strictly artifice to have things happen just because
the author-says they happen; if characters don't act the way a normal human ought to act,
then the author should at least give some sensible reason for it all. '..hen opportune (or
mis-opportune) coincidences occur, the stoiy ceases to have any pseudo-re^ism, end hence
reader interest in living the story is impaired, and often lost....BRI))))
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BRINGING IN THE JEEVES

Dear '.iallyj
Haiy thanks for the latest ish (II4) of 'Cry', I particularly liked .the cover for this

issue, a great improvement on thin stylo line stuff. I suppose the cost is rather on the
high side however, .pity, I'd love more stuff like this. I didn't go a bundle on 'Thots,..',

too slow paced to be funny, too off key to be- true. On the other hand, I
lapped up Pemberton'a magazine revievr column. This may have been because I
agreed with mai^ of his ideas, or simply because he writes well, '«fliatever
-the reason, I liked it. jUso liked, was the shaggy dog stoiy-by Pels, One "
little bit of side gen for the fanzine reviewer, is the fact that Ron Bennett
only has Cecil (the elephant) and novr wife*..he'a had the elephant an awful
long time, and we have even taien photographs of it..somehow they didn't come
out. Alexander's stuff only looked like poetry, the resemblance ended righ-t
there. The Minutes gave me the impression that your meetings are "the inter
esting sort, rather than the stuf^ old proposals/seconding/voting-which

brong so msaiy meetings to the dust...more power to your elbow.
And so to the lettered..the S-F intelligence test will be easily graded, if first

given to 74j000 "college students and noims established. Prom this it will be easy to find,
which student is nearest in answering ability to the person under test. By testing the
college students I.Q,, you have an automatic test of the actual subject's I.Q. I offer this
free to Marvin Bryer, and so to the part where I take out my brass cudgel to deal with who
ever postscripted my letter, and hid behind the initials BRT.».T03key?( (((That'3 what-,
it claims on p.22,.. ,BRT)))) Some young fan I presume? ((((Yeah, man...BRT)))) Anyway, this
bird ((((peep,peep...BRT)))) implies that I am the second neo to criticise your illos.... ,
For your benefit, I am 35 years old, have been reading s-f since 1932,((((But tou couldn't
have — we all know you were still Ttrarking for Bertie Wooster in 1932!...BRT)))) got my •
first fanzines and prozines via subbing in 1938. Since then, I have contributed artwork
and stories to many a fanmag, (l once even sold an s-f illo professionally!! Cor) Was a
Taff nominee (l presume BRT has heard of T'iFF?)((((l voted for John Berry, did you?i.BRT)))
a \diile back, ex member NFFF, Vice Pres ISFCC,. Committee Member '58 Worldcon, Joint Sec
BSFa- (U(Does this mean..what it appears to mean?...BRT))))» Publish Triode in conjunction
with Eric Bentcliffe, and the iriiole point of the lot, is to try and convince BRT that I'm
not a heo, and have been around fandom long enough to have cut. many a stencil, and I know
that they can be cut a^hell of a left better than the ones *Mch I criticised...meanwhile,
they were a lot better this ish. ,

And with that blast from the Delameters (invented,by Doc Smith in 1937)(Probably before
BRT-'s time) I >dll fold 1^ tent aid steal away. I am open to exchange letters, tapes
(3 3/4 03^ boinba. ' Best vfi^es, Terry Jeeves

58 Sharrard Grove
Sheffield 5 12,
ENGL/iND

(((((sorry I was tod subtle with my jokes for youx to catch — or is all of this
your way of being subtle? .'./e'll subtle this out of court, yet. Well, just to put us on
an even basis, I am 29, !jegan reading s-f in 1947 and.pubbed my first fanzine in 195.0«
It seems to be a good respectable money—losing hobby, and actaally cheaper than most, for
the amount of fun, don't you think? I re-iterate, the illos you criticised are exact ;-7
copies of the originals. Others that you haven't mentioned are not, because some of the

• stuff-we get is in faint pencil, or on thick cardboard, end the lines don't show up very
good on the mimeoscope. These eccentric artists... You might take note of Bill Meyers
cbnment on this point at the beginning of this lettercol...but then I disagree with him
rather.strongly also. I'm no-t as good as he says, but not as bad as you say but then
perhaps I am no judge. At any rater'nd-one else seems to want to take over the job..BRT;;;

' PELZI \lSLZf
To the Free-v/heelers of Seattle; The Chainlesa Ones, ..

I suppose the nonsense Rich started will begin to show up in all the letters this
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month. I would have addressed this one to The'Seattle Selibates: The Demeless Ones, but that
wouldn't fit everyone. Would it> BuZ? ' -i

I suppose everyone should have foreseen the approach of a change in the
sub rates, but it does seem like the loss of a tradition. Sigh. But we are
ever forward-looking. We must realize, etc., /inyway, if Wally can't promote
a second mortgage on the car, I would vote for any sort of suggestion that
would keep the CKf coming out monthly with however many pages seems appro
priate — even to the extent of kicking in on a sub 4\fID sending letters of

komment (but only as a last resort, you xmderstsnd).
Attention, Bob Warwick: I am glad to see your name

listed along with the other CRIers. I was beginning to
think you might be one of the multifarious Fabulous Seattle'Foniesi .iilso,
that accounts for Toskey's comment of a couple issues ago that there were
six of you,against the gang trying to take over the CRT* ((((l hadn't tak^
Warwick into account..he makes'seven...BRT)))) Now we know who (and what)
we have to deal with.

Sorry, Pemby, but you're^nbt likely to--aee the S^int story with Rayt
Marius and the Death Ray appear in F&SP. The story is "The Last Hero" and

even in the Avon pocket edition (under the title of "The Saint and the Last Hero") it took
up 223 pages. A bit long for a magazine
— maybe?

Y^know, I'd have to read the Ramblings of Piers Pemberton even
if they -took up the vAiole issue — just for the in-context interlin
eations, if nothing else, "And like the man \iio sat in the fudge..,'
was indeed a fracturing one. Cackle.

One of these days, someone is going to publish a biblio of all
these '"Get Out Of 1^...!" stories, just to see where all the trash
is coming from, and how much of it there is.' To be complete, it
will have to include such variants as "Get off of my..." and "Come

^he Incredible Meaning of It All",was a nice bit of anti-Film-Flammers. I think. Of
course, the REAL meaning is that Hollyvrood can do a SF film with reasonable justice to the
story* They did this one OP instead of IN.

''THE OBJECTIVE OBJECTION SLIP"

Dear Editor
Editress I Have

not

"novel". On the other hand, it could be serialized

Fug^ead have

received a.rejection.

a acception -
. a anything .

from you:

to your zine

rag

Why?
Wl^ not?

was written excellently
atrociously
Who cares? "

You asked for it

I a» certain that wy contribution

When you have a chance, please acknowledge -
drop dead ,

signed:

This objection Slip can be used for absolutely any attitude you may be in concezning
your contribution to- another zine. Very convenient to use.

Now that I've commaited on the initial portion of CRY, it:'% time to tackle the part
for wliich all the other is merely a front: The CK OP THE READERS.

Look here, Adams,-.1 have no intention of blowing up SeaJJle. I'd prefer to blow up
Gainesville, and move to Seattle. And if the local Goon Squad continues to cra^ down on
selling bheer to minors,, and the'lower plebians of the campus continue to riot in protest
of said crack-down, I may be able to blow the place up under cover of quite a few other
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bombs (tear gas + smoke), ^io^e fun, more people killed, more dogs mi over, more.cops-
confused.

Rich Brovm; The Finkwater series wasn't that bad — the
series could be used as a vehicle for puns end slightly shaggy
dog stories, but if the gimmick is too obvious from the be-'
ginning, the story (?) is not woiit much,of anything.

Welcome to- the CFCf Invasion Task Farce, Senor Gerber.
We're gathering strength all the time. Each has his role to
plai', and cooperation is the watchv/ord, despite the facade
of strife betvjeen members of the team. Anyone >dio gets to
South Gate can get in the background material, end send a"
resume to the others."'This will call .for some detecting, a la Sherlock Holmes or T^e Goon.
So — Comprende? Ole!'

'Well, CHTers, I like your new Secret Ingredient G*E*S*T*E*T*N*B*R. It makes the zine
look more one-color-than the, black did, .somehow. I know that doesn't make much sense, but
theni... Oh yeah',' a. couple of other items: DETROIT-IS INDEED FINE IN FIFTY-NINE! I!

• aid

JOHN BERRY FOR TAFT!!11 Goon Today. Here Tomorrow!!i!

eratticaily, Bruce Pelz
Box 3255» Itoiv.Sta.
Gainesville, Fla.

((((There's no d^ger of us changing our policy on contributors, including letterhacks.
As Meyers saj's, this will cut down,our inactive sub list, and perhaps bring a lot more active
correspondence in. Noting the size of this months lettercol, if we start getting verj' many
more letters, we may ha've to start getting more choosy with the letters we select for print -
ing. Tiia Cry page-coun't' has been increasing too steadily for its own good, but we hope it
will settle down at 50 pages or thereabouts* Busby has his doubts about ■this....BRT)))).-
WALTZ tffi ;£iiIN WILLIS
Dear

I meant to write you earlier, but. something happened. One day two enoumous issues of
CRY arrived, both by the same post, but in separate envelopes. Naturally my sensitive
fannish soul was revolted hy-this display of
vulgar ostentation. • Besides I was shocked and
saddened to learn from Mr Harris that for the
last ten years I'd been wasting my time writing
about fans and Conventions and trips to Amer
ica and similar frivolous nonsense >Aien you
all would have much preferred to see me dis
cussing the influence of Harlen Ellison on
Robert Silverbe'rg. So I plunged into sf and
read it continuously for three weeks, even
Harlan Ellison, until one day I asked myself
an epochmaking question. "V/hat," I said to myself, "What" (l alvisys repeat myself like that)
"\mS. HAS THIS GOT TO DO WITH FiWDOM?"

So here I am again, happily enjoying Cry 114. Rich Brown's THOTS were so entertaining
as to almost make me forgive him for that ghastly ^ass houses thing in 112, a gag vdiich was
first used in fandom in the first issue of PERI some five years ago by a desperate hack.
(I can't remember if it was original then or if I stole it from some radio comedian.)
His Goldfish thing this time was much better and if it's original I elevate my '
direction/ Renfrew and Amelia were both very fine indeed, though I must admit
prefer Amelia since I see one way or another most of the items she reviews.

beanie in his
I :^wayer

AlexEttider's

Magnet wasn't a very interesting story and it's a pity Jhe carriage on your typer kept-' -
jamming, because it makes it look as if it had been intended for poetry. Vtally's minutes "
were fine and so much so that for a'moment I thought I was going to be inspired. As you'll
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see belovr> I was wrong4 (.(((Actually* as all of us saw elsewhere in this ish...BRT)))) The
letters were fine, and I'm particularly grateful to •Bill Meyers for coupling me with John
T.: r.— There is no other editor I would rather be'coupled with,, now that Bea Mahaffey

Best Walt ¥1111*8
170 Upper N'Ards. Rd
Belfast,, K. Ireland

CeMiH' THROUGH THE REISS ' ^
Egad, nothing original to say. Oh'this is a soriy fate.,-.

The time has come to reveal the nefarious plot which has been-fpistered on the unsus
pecting readers of the CFCf. For many moons now, Rich Brown and.Bill Meyers have allegedly
been trying to take over the CHI. I say allegedly. They have alrwady taken over,the CHST.
For a long time Meyers and Brown have lived
in Seattle, sending all their mail to a
comply in the towns in which they are sup-
TXDsed to live, i\NI) THIS CO.MP.iHY M/iILS OFF
TCV.tr >UIL, so IIL'.T it is POSTI'lARKED FROM THESE
CITIES.

.\h, but you ask, why was all this done?
The answer is very simple. Brown gave some
indication of it in his TROTS ON T^JCLNG OVER
THE cm, a while back.

The CKf is a living entity.
.'ill the paper mailed out through the

mails is actually so much protoplasm broken
off from the original living entity known as " ^ •4.A.
"THE CRf OF THE N;»MBLESS". This tiling has the ability to control minds, as it has controlled
those of Meyers and Brown. ' -i • • -.s

I cannot say UHY this creature has established the-idea of ^
another state, BUT I DO KNOW THiS.... IF THE CRT OF THE N.Jffl^SS IS NOT STOPPED IT ^ttLL
DESTROY H'lNKIND. ((((Just so long as fandom 8urvive&li:i'.BRT}J)),

It is already spreading through the sewers of Seattle. , ,
W 1/ W W V w
H H K K A A

¥ell now. The Atom cover for thish of CRY was damn good. He draws sorta like Don
Martin in ■ '

What is it a Gestetner? " " • .
The best illos were them,there those by ME. ' - • .
Yegads. Why don't you 'just knock the prozine-reviews out of the CRY? I can t stand

orozine reviews. When I take over the CRY I'll kick prozine revi_ews.out.
Melia's increased ftaz revievra are very good." Keep them long.., „ ̂ •
The W6Jly Weber thing was good, but what with this and .the minutes, Weber is gonna

end up taking over the CRY. ' • ■ ■ t
^eberdis is wrong. Gerber is NOT a girl. He exists only in my imagination. I

Garber. He ie a peeadonya. of «iae. Everything id deplarrhus '"f
Brooklyn 30, N.Y.

((((if you call whatever grows larger spontaneously a living entity, then assuredly
the CRi is a living entity, u geststner is a type of mim^ which uses a alk-s.creen to
keep the inking amooth(a slightly different- tvpe ink also); they undoubtedly have a store
In Brooklyn — go see for yourself.....BRT))))
THE QU:.CKING DEECK ' • , .

.  Pat Ones: , , , m -t -
The cover struck me this issue.. I struck back. To no avail. •
l-he Penultimate mentions a Saint story, stf-tinged, viiich has not yet appeared in

F&SF, the title he unremembers. It was "The Last Hero". No thanks necessary for.the
information; I'd do it for anyone.
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N  Nov? to serious stuff. The Penultimate reviews the Jiine Infinity, and says of "But \/ho
Can Replace a Han?" by Brian ;ildiss, "The machine viewpoint has been worked out nicely in
dialogue and action," Msybes but I quote from a letter I almost sent Mr, Shaw, but forgot
to Tnail5

"In his story, Mr, Aldiss made this state
ment: 'All machine brains worked vrf-th nothing
but logic,.,' He then has his machines eye one
another 'speculatively,' remeirk 'complacently',
say something 'eagerly', reply 'humbly'; admire
and desire things. The machines also remark

'grimly' and cry out when being ab^doned ̂
rust. These machines operate on 'nothing but -
logic.' ■

"All the machines have supercilious atti
tudes vdien they are the stature of class three
brains. The field-minder remarks to the seed-
distributer, a mere olass-five brain: 'I have
a class three brain. Therefore I will go and see
why the'-unlocker has not come this momingl'
Ah, weel, all macJiines have pride — all logical
madhines, that is» But old field-minder,
supercilious as it may be and smart as it may be,
operating on the logic evident only to Mr, Aldiss, uses •
an incorrect grammatical structiu:^ — 'will go and see',
I'm no grammarian, thus I don't care about misusage of
the English language as long as it's not too bad, but

.'one. would tliink that a robot — a logical creature as
we've been told, but not shown would certainly speak
correct English; failing that, this 'logical' robot would
at least realize; that it is certain,to go, but it is not
at all certain that it will see (that is, understand or
find out anything)i ' T "

,  "The field-minder, cutting across the great yardj
noticed that 'More machines'seemed to be in random motion now; one or two had crashed together
and were arguing about it coldly and logically*' (The 'logically' part is moot of course*)
'One or two' he sayd. Two crashing together I can understand. But one crashing together?

"Following is a brief discourse involving the field-minder, -vdio should have been out
minding his field, and. a penner:

"'"I cajmot come because I am too gigantic," said the field-minder, • "Therefore you must
go alone and return to me,"

"'"you must stay there," said the penner,
('I don't know if anyone is following all these quotation marks, but if they are they're

alone, because I'm not,)
"The field-minder and the penner have equal brain stature. Couldn't-you tell? Presented

with the same problem, they both came up with the same solution. Dandy, But why should one
solve a "problem already solved?
-  - "To carry this thing even further, the radio operator, a class two brain, a real whiz,

saysf '"Because I have the best ^ain here, I am your leader,"' The machines with him accept
it, because it is logical — one of the few times anything logical is said or acted on in
the story. Yet, later on, the operator remarks: ''"The class one brain is taking command
aid some of the class twos are fighting him (sic).'" Only a few of them are logical part of
the time} the rest are logical none of the time,

"The end of the story is really-a cruncher. All the men were supposed to be gone., But
Mr, Aldiss's band of machines comes upon one, and man takes over the machine again. (Sur
prise! Surprise!)

"Because of a dietary deficiency, all the men were supposedly extinct, or so explain the
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robots. They doa't know why this happened, though; and this is one.time I can't pick on

the robots, because I don't know why either, and I'd give odds on the author's-^t knovdng.
Anyhow, this one old fellow is left. (Vftiy?) The machines approach him; hejssks for food,
fie resumes command., (what'-is .the-iold man doing in the.mpunteins?. Why didn't-'he have a few
robots xdth him to supply'him with food? '.fiiy, if the madiinea could supply-him with food —
^rtxich he mubt have known would be nutritious, or he wouldn't have eskdd-for it — did all the
other men, the ones running the machines, die of dietary deficiency?)" •

The preceding is rather lengthy, but I just had to do
.it..-.'Pemberton sees so mnny things that I don't that I
couldn't resist demonstrating, for my own benefit, that the
Penultimate couldn't be right fell the time, that he'was
bound to goof. I feel betten

-Pardon the messy typing; I is just returned from the
pub.- .Yo-H can lead a fan to drink, but you can't make him
'stop..".

-I'd send you a picture, my amiable enemies, but I
haven't- had one taken since I was three. That one, unfor
tunately, I sent to some addled fem^e (the masochistic
wench.wanted to know what I. looked like; haven't heard from
her in some time, now that I think abDut it) and she sisn't
return it. Now I can't even extrapolate >diet I look like.

•Ok .vrith me if you want to go up on the price of Cry.
I'-ll just have to write more-interesting letters.

Well, it's like old times. Here I manifest fthe moat
'  ;

benign manner and veritably drooV benevolence, and churls still
continue to come fiom.the Post Office out to snipe at me. Hurt,
that's what I am» : ,

I shall first dismiss this Youn Trufan Brown, a lad who has
" his facts straight but his conclusion addled* Certainly fans who

write to Cry enjoy writing letters; masochism has about had its
day as a sexual perversion. But simple enjoyment is not indicative
of readability* You'll notice, Kr» Browi, that I argued about -the
letters in Cry, as I originally stated in my letter that the letter
column had deteriorated, not the'magazine as a whole, The magazine
is as good as it always was; the letter column ain't. Previously
— and not only because I was writing then — the letter column

• had'somef frotl^ and dottle, some gossip, ̂  some thoiights. The
latter, unfortunately,- is rarely .seen now»'. (it ̂ H.11 be'pf no avail,
for you to aek^'mO to go' back and check my. memoryv' I' -rev^l. ih - .
destroying cheidshed illusions — but not my own.)

And the -Wjne is "Win." William, Willy,- Bill," BiHy "»r ^l.are
but corruptions of Vta. Hakes my alcohol boil to be callpd a .. .
corruption. "

Another (what's the feminine of "churl"?) seems to feel that _
politicians have "understanding." Naivete is .delightful in women, Heather,
yoiors reading some history or a-newspaper., - . *

Toakey, old boy, uncorpulent fellow, I rend "Amazing Stories in Reviewi'. Although you
' admit you're "biased,-I thought some of the stories sounded rather good. Next time I'm in the

second-hand magazine district, I may look up some of the old titles. But I'd need to be
pretty powerfully drunk' to read stories entitled "Skeleton Men of Jupiter", "The Great Brain
P^c," etc. Those titles, I .believsj keep a lot-of people from reading the old pulps, me
included. Happily insincere Vta. Deeck

8400 .Potomac Ave

'  ' . College Park, Md.

((((it would have been fun to see Shaw's face when he read your letter or could be
he was avrare of the story's faults, but figured nobody would notice — how it slipped by

I t n
^Don't ever spoil

y
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Pemberton I dorit know, but next time I see him I'll ask,,.he'11 no doubt have his reasons.
I guess now we've got all the fotos we need for our fotocover, which aJiculd happen next iah}
featured -vrill be Es Adams, Rich Brown, Stony Bames, P F Skeberdis, Bruce Pels, Jim I-bren,
Joe Seders, D Biaenieka, Les Gerber, Larry Stone, and, reported on the way, JOHN BSRRI.
If you want a lettercol filled with serious thoughts, try Yandro. We don't have much gossip,
it is true, but then this is a family magazine. But I think our letters are live,..BRT))))

THE LEMj'iN DROP

Dear FreSaids;
My freind loan me a copy of your mag. he said write them say you like there mag. they

(hal ha!) So here is a letter about your mag. It is a "good" mag.
I never seen one like it.esxtly it size

will send "free" .copy.

is funny and the print, and the pictures funny.
But it about SF I like that, I am a "trufsn"
I read SF all the time I guess I read more SF
then "Robert Bloch". we was in first-fandom

together he write me all the time. Well onto

the ieh. Your mag. is not as good as flying
saucer from other worlds but tis as good as
Imagination you have more letters in your

lettercol.

The letters are the "beat" part of youre
mag, everybody write so you can understand
what their saying not like some mags I could
name fhll of chemical formulae and similar

recondite matter, but your letters are good

they are easy to"understand" espec. Rich Brown
and Esmond'Adams. There trufans. Good gafia

to them, (he',' hal) but I thot that old joke
about boyfoot :bare with Deeok was to old fashion

for a good mag, and Shul man wont like mixing
his book title vath this bad spoonerism, he'll
sue for liable. Nat to apeak of lowell. Well
onto the ish.

• the cover was "good" I like monsters and

all-the other illos was good they were monsters
to. Van Dongen draws the best monsters espec.

his people. ^-Ihy dont you hire him? to draw for you? Well onto the ish,
Ronfrow Pomborton sure rends a lot he read hard mags like astounding S fict but he says

bad things about all of them, he"s right. It.hard to read SF sinde .'imazing went intellectual,
there not even many good comics left, • I sure.agree with iimelia where.she reviews grue and sa
says about split infinitives. You got to write how you feel, grammer is,for the birds.
(4 The most unkindest cut.of all! ,..i\P-)) (ha!) I read Meyers colunm to. Its hard to under
stand with w3rds like ghod ect.
- - Wall you will want some-serious constructive stuff well here it is. You ougth to have

something about flying saucers from other worlds,.they will save us if we believe in them,
your reproduction is very good do,-you have a gestetner? and blue ink?
-  '' • Yours in "fandom" your freind Mervil Culvergast

(no address)
((((Ths postmark on the" above was Denver, Colorado — and Bob Leman is our only subber

in that area. Either this is he, or a friend of his. Well, our policy is: no retpm address,
no contributor's copy;-unless we have your address on file and we know you. So if this
isn't you, Bob Lemen, you'll have to share your copy -with Mervil, The above letter is
strictly sic all the way. Whoever you are, come out of hiding,. .BRT) )))

V
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A JEU LITTLE BITS OF BROKEN TUIG

Dear Buz and Elinor—

By all Qeans—raise the price of .the CRf, but don't cut the pages. ((((That vpuld be too
much work, since we haven't a paper cutter..,BRT)))) So few zines have the respect of thick
ness that it vK)uld be a drastic disillusionment to loose the CRI in that number.- (Do you
follow me .WPi?) ((((i don't follow you.-..BRT)))) You can only go so far in losing money on
a zinei..then*...

Renfrevr is fullfilling ((((sic)))) a great need in his pro-views. Since I can no longer
get all the stories reed, at least he gives a review and I can pick out ones that sound good.

Half a good isn't better than a \diolo goon. For some reason, I find most goon take-offs
rather poor in comparison to the original* But, I liked it anyway.

If Meyers, whose writing I like and whose comments I usually enjoy, and vdio^ can be quite
competant ((((sic)))), is to have his column, for petes sake don't let ̂  review the s^e
prozines that Renfrew does,.; TqO much is enou^, (still with me Amy?)((((l.m not.v.BRT))))

It is becoming "incredible" the number of articles fandom Can get from that damn shrinking
man. Now, had the movies not added that one word "incredible"..-.. Just think, this vwuld have
been "The Shrinking Meaning of It All*^ and wuld have only been one line, idiich, certainly
wouldn't been as much fun as Lynch made for usi

\/hy Can't your minutes be hours? ■
Long live Toskey and a pox on all idio don't agree. Keep h^ reading—than writu^.
Letters as good as always. (That shouldn't throw you A.F.I) Guy Terwilliger

1412 Albright St
Boise, Idaho

((((The above was excerpted from a letter to the Busbys. Nobody tells me what to do; I
read when I have time, and continue on my column vdien I am able, and no amount of complaint
from the readership will stay my hand*..iBRT))))
HOW MORfiNIC CAN GET?
Dear I''iends,er,Friends,

The Cry nmased the country in five davs! Invoke the godsl,. Accustomed to receiving
the age-yellowed rag by snailmail three weeks after publication, I was pitifully unprepared
for such a traumatic experience. The folks found me at sundown, head in mailbox, me.wing

softly* It took three solid hours of wrist-chafing to bring
me around* Well night recovered now,, (although my brain
forever bears shock scars deep in its writhing convolutions)
I nightly bum the joss sticks, in praise of First Class Mail.

ATom'3 Boog, nonchalantly loitering in vrfiat appears
to be his piddle puddle, is glowering, no doubt, at Toskey's
unforgiveable blunder. In thig instance the water torture
should suffice, using corflu,. of coursei The little fellow
should really be proud of his distinctive coifj^et Wik>
says you can't grow hair on an egg?

In regard to the editorial bemoani^ the lack of Long
Green, I would gladly come across with per i^i for a
zine of Cry's quality. To me, there ere few things as
satisfying as finding a nice fat mag in the box each month.
Here's hoping you won't be forced to do a little pruning on
the lettered, an act which would promp-t much gnashing of

, teeth.

;  Is the laudable Gestetner just a temporary fixture
vdiile the old mill is being de-bOgged? Nay, I pray. For some reason the Cry strikes me
better in blue. Come to think of it, the first ish I snagged was sumptuously appointed in
that color((((lopossible!...BRT)))). Ah, those halcyon days before fariaddiction sank cruel
tentacles deep in my guileless breast.

Amelia's ftunings over the poof English current in a certain zine evoked quite a response
from this comer. I hooted and snickered through the entire opus, ending my impromptu chorale
with a succulent rasberry. Miy must females pounce on every poor misguided participle espec-

Jhm
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ially if a member of the stronger, more intelligent, auperior(rally round me, boys) lets fly
■with it? Guess they enjoy stepping out of their drap, subservient roles to correct their
male neers.

Brad Daigle, HexkM! Why (sob) did you have to mutilate
that nude on page 48? You, sir, are one stage lower than
the moustache dauber. But Wait-I judge too harshly. Did a
secret desire to assume feminine status lead you to crown
your work iri-th a self portrait?

.Ulright, what's going on here? You actually have a
good piece of writing in Hal Lynch's offering. What is
responsible for this millenium? Has Pink Goldfinch thrown
a scare into you? 'Who is covering up? The various inter
pretations of the Incredible Shrinking Man were much more
palatable than the incredibly stinking picture itself.
Lynch'"a cross-sectioning of the fan mind was nicely done,
even "bb'the description of the .occasional fits of noctur
nal ague experienced by the Neo. X guve this one a rating
of Plenty Goody O.K.

•Suggestion of the Month: Get rid of your present
method of numbering the pages. Sniveling away up there^
in the comer, hiding self-consciously in its parenthesis,
the number seems to be apologizing for its presence. Use
something more forceful, something like, "Hey you there,
the funny-looking one. Now ginjme your ears, Bucky, 'cause
I'm gonna let you in on something that'll curl the nails
on your grubby little toes. THIS IS 'PJiSB 291" Kinda
takes .your breath away, doesn't it?

• The atmosphere flyer on page 25 is reminiscnent of the ;
type often found plying.the "wild vast reaches of space" on
the Spaaace Patrol prOfeTama.of fond mecnoxy. V/hat ever became
of all the science fiction series thai used to choke the
videowaves? The only one bf that ken received hereabouts "
is the perennial Flush Gordon, played by some upstart who.
can't compare with Buster'Crabbe in the really old serials.
There was true crudfiction, the very dregs. iOid some of
those mengy monsters he was always grappling vrith!

Tell me, omniscient ones, do you have any subscribers
in the Greater-Boston area? Since my re-entry in'to fandom
I've been asking about for brother fen in the vicinity.

.vr—.: £••
.  JotoHussels, 4 curve st, Wakefield, on our list; now we have only a poor struggling pm,

your ill-starred juest for the

f^^r^oS« o^"?hfSS-f^/rotS Saun^hi;. a^^o^a
SSS~r1a2L7S SirsS
"vou know what a horrid mesa that is! +'ho+ -t-nlk nboutso Brucine Pelz is a goonop. eh! He writes a good report, f ^^fium
F.iPA, iiPii, and other CILiPA makes my little neo head idiirl. .uid that .jazz a
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someone's at the door. Yes? (?h, not youl

done anything — Please, nooo /lieeeeeee

carbide povzered zap gun. Rgally, nowl Methinks 'twould never work, 'Souse me a minute —. .
I was just writing about — Uhaat? But I h&ven't
ZiiP ZilP Jim Moren

•208 Sladen St
Dracut, Mass,

((({The old .'uB.Dick is gone forever —- parts are no longer available for it. We are
the proud owners of the Gestetner, so it is permanent. How do you like our new shade of
blue? If we tried numbering the, pages as you say, we would be hard put to think of original
things after a while. Page-numbering is always'the last operation before final run-off.. See
answer to Kent Moomaw's lettbr on entire Cry procedure. I saw a couple spliced together
Flash Gordon old-time serials; nearly laughed my head off,...BRT))))

BL0CHHE.-d5 . ' .

Jiesdanies et Masseurs: Of course I review CRf in Jl'ilGS, but just didn't want to let five
'months go by without registering my admiration with the current issue,..and particularly with
your quaint policy of actually reviewing, magazines and stories; just as if science fiction
fandom weis interested in such things instead of jazz and it)ds of varying temperatures* I also
approve of references to publications of 15 years ego; there sometimes seems to be a general
misconception to the effect that;science: fiction sprang, fullblown, from the forehead of
Minerva, circa 1951 .at the earliest,.// Recently had.avisit from your neighbors, .Uan Nourse
and family, who were en route to the east coast: so pleasant to see them that I regretted it
when their time expired. Hoping you are the s^e, Robert Bloch

P,0. Box 362
Veyauwega, Wiscbhsiri.

((((See this ish for reviews of some of your stories in 1943t This wouldn't,by chance,
have any effect on your attitude expressed above, vould it now?,.»BRl)))), ,
HE CHICKEmm OUT , • , - - - -v
Greetings, from the one with the Photographic Memory(even though it hasn't .been developed yre.tj,

A mangled mess which eventually turned out to be Cry #115 arrived today.
It was coverlesB and in a very, veryry ragged shape. Ye Ghoda forsooth sayt
I, ol' D.a.G. muster outdone hiaself and brou^t out Grue #504 Why it isn't
due til' "Suddenly it's I960"! But as ghood dreams go, it abrubtly came .
to an end as I started to rhead that wunnerful Gestetner-repro with that
beautifulll bhlue ink and that WHITS paper. My dream was shattered and I was
completely disal^ioned when I realized that it was only en issue of Ciy*.

Now-'fore I'c'rawl bhack inter my cave 1 should like ter make th comment
thet I BORIi + bread on BEECH-NUT also. Dua thet mean thet I'm incuraia.e
like Gerber? • w * t

Perhaps I'm ̂  ass (everybody tells'me so 'specially Bill Meyers; bhut I
could never ghet 'nuf nerve up to even rhead one complete-^aver story, 1
alwayz thot thet someone wood denounce me az a Shaver fan if jn I did???

Note that 1 took A.P.'s advice + have moved! Note new address.
I still insist that Gerber's a' ghirl!

^  On the price of "Giy": I feel" that if you- put out a l^ge zine like "Cry"
has been lately you are justified in charging a lai-ger price. Bysn 25b would be chegp for
"Cry"#115l The trouble is that most of us couldn't afford it, even tbo 250 would be cheap.
We might all like Playbhoy, bhut it costs 500,

'  till then Peter Francis Skeberdia
450 Bancroft Street
Imlay City, Michigan

((((sorry your Cj^:. came in such bad shape; with luck an extra-cover will be enclosed with
this issue, if we can scrounge one up, I checked our records emd noted that you have 8 ishes
left on your sub — a figure ■vfe.ch will remainiii unchanged whenever we print a letter from.,.,
you. The 250 deal is not to cut out people who can't afford Cry, but to cut out people who.-
aren't interested enough to write once in a while; ;our policy of free issues fbr printed
material, including letters, still holds,,..BRT))))-
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MOOMAW BR.M4LES ON ' "
People;

Gad, it's "been a long time. Skimming thiough the copy of Cry 115 you sent along has
evoked all sorts of nostal^a in me; my thcts go drifting back to those long lost days of two
summers a^o wheni spent whole days, morning to dusk, writing monsterous (perhaps in content
as well as quality, eh?) letters to you, Chewpion, Lars Bourne, Dick Lupoff, and others,
feeling that I was actually Getting Somewhere,in Fendom, predicting untold egoboo for myself,
and generally being totally and ecstatically immersed in the rushing tdrrent of actifandom.
Today, with my crifanac out to the barest hone, mired in a permanent LHF position and compar
atively mconcenied over seme, ny correspondence'limited to a few close friends, my general-
zine folded, my reading tastes incredibly removed from their forennners, today I can look
back on those halcyon days with a wry smile. They were lots of kicks, make no mistake, but
summer is almost upon us again and I know damn well I'm no longer capable of writing ten-page
letters of comment,. .of course, the ones I sent you were never that long, but I know I knocked
out such epic epistles to at least two people during those months^ Yes, those were the days
...no school to get hung up over, no job, no obligations, no decisions, just sitting up here
in the second-floor womb digging the fannish scene. Um,

You see what you've done?? Damn.
The rise of Toskey to Cry's helm seems to have accomplished at least one miracle: namely,

the elimination of those godawful hand-printed-scrawled headings that Wally used to concoct.
\'Jhile typed headings do little for me astheti-
colly, I regard them as infinitely superior to
the 'iileber Touch, Your illos, with-Atom and
Jeeves, are" also generally improved, -I- was
amazed to note the total absence of Garcone —-
would've thot he'd have worked hiTnaoif up to
iU:t Editor by this time. Good; keep-it this
way. (C((Actually, Garcone has been Art. Editor
all along ̂ —• but power-mad editorial writet
Busty continually forgets "the credit line.
The heading on p.l2. Of #ll5 was by Ually; his
headings are always excellent; the scrawled
ones you disliked were by" Garcone, idw, stimg
ty your insults, has' inscribed your ̂ rtrait'
to the immediate rightk..V.BRr)),)) I'realize that the
size and frequency of the magazine prohibit
your doing much more than typing stencils each
month and inserting illos as you go, but I do
think you'd please us chodty types (barbarians
to you, Elinor) a little more by paying closer
attention to ^diat goes "vdiere and suchlike. As A-.
you can see, I haveii't changed much as far as the visual side' of fanpubbing is concerned: I'm
still bugged ty sloppiness.and other manifestations of Haste, if .not Indifference. In your
Case, I'm sure it's the former...but goah«)w, buy a blue pen'cil or something! In my lowly
opinion, lotsa this material is expendable.

The Gestetner is great, tho, and with practice, you will probably be turning out DAG type
mags all over the place.,.physically, of course. Would suggest you badger the Britons for
more art in lieu of Barnes and Daigl.e, but as long as Garcone is gone, I won't protest too
mudi no matter which illustrators make, the scene.

Materialvdse, this issue bests most of the others I've seen also. No Squink Biog or
Gobbledegook or any of that junk.,.I hope this means you people have finally decided to give
up on that sort-of thing and restrict your humor to the intelligent sort of \Aiich you're
ail (particxilarly Buz and Wally, tho) capable. The P^bertons, Renfrew and AmSiiia, are still
top-notch,..both review columns are as'effective and perceptive as eVer. ̂ Felz is bearable,
if somewhat below the nominal Goon standards set forth in wRETch. Meyers' column is sur
prisingly good...I've seen little of Bill's work lately, gal'iating and all," and didnit realize
how adept at this type of thing he has become. Ghood show. Lynch (and never having heard of

op.

/?eA/r
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this fellow before, .1 was expecting something on the order of Hubbaxd Green) was amusing and
worthwhile...the kind of thing Cry should have been featuring all along, {((.i piece like
Lynch's is something that appears once in a decade!...BRT)))) I hope this isn't luck—the

fact,that both pieces of fiction tlash are better then
average, I mean—end that the Toskey-Busby combine is
is rejecting inferior stuff unmercifully.

Tosk's history is typically 1x)ring...but I think
that's his aim in doing the series, so I have no legi
timate reason to grotch. "prospectus" I thpt rather
pointless; I trust you made Biaenieks pay for this full
page advertisement»((((You bet*..we inflicted him viith
a Cr2£,..*BRT)))) All in all, people; I xes impressed
vdth the level of published material this time,around,
and would like to encourage'all of you to maintain
what you've begun h"er©...ghod knows I crit you enough
i^en I dislike something; I feol obligated to-stress

my satisfaction, now tiiat you're coming along, to en equal degree. ,
.-Old now (sob), on to The Letters!!(Do I sound like Rich Brown?)
Adams: Trust your in re "our dark friends" was,- like one made-

by Phil Castora in the emit recently, an attempt at' baiting some of
fandom's more wild-eyed types...that you're jesting, like, man. I
find it difficult to picture a narrow-minded fan regarding such
things as the goddam racial problem., myself...there'a 'ietzel,--of^
course, but I'd hardly call him a«fan. Me, I just discovered
lisngston Hughes, the great Negro poet, and am at presfant'going
wild over such volumes as "The V/eary Blues"! Hughes does, in many
cases, for traditional jazz and the blues what current Beat poets
are doing for bop and the cool school.*.one of his verses, 'Song . .
Ibr Billy Holliday", is incredibly close to one of my own, which
I vTote a couple months ago, called "Lines For Chris Conner". I'm afraid to s^d it^out tjov

for fear of charges of plagiarism, but I'm flattared that my style vtho
not my content and skill, of course) as a poet is even vaguely remini-

- scent of Hughes'. Like Vtow.
Deeck: Ikii', I thot you'd left fandom in a huff after writing that

'•^nausea^'thing for (Sponcer? '^dek? one of them) after the NewYorCon
'"$id being on the receiving end of-that tremendous blast by Boyd Raebum.
Still around, tho, and still making snide rem^ks atwut the idiocy of
fans, undoubtedly because'they didn't make as big's over Yqu as
the readers of ST;JITLIKG and .iniS. Oh, man, not that you're transparent
or anything! Oh, no...

Pelz: Gordon :.ghlll, like Robert Randall, is a joint penname used
Bob Silverberg and Randall Garrett. The /ighill pert is, as you sur-

• mised, a translation of "silver plus berg", while the Gordon is from
David Gordon, another Garrett pseudonym. Confusing, no?

.Ill best, like, Kent Moomaw
6705 Bramble Avo
Cincinnati 27, Ohio

((((l can't understand what you mean at all vdien you ask us to pay
attention to what goes where etc. We always put two-page items on a

-  single spread—and longer items begun on a spread; attd never continue
anything to another part of the zine. 'rfhat more do you want? Pqease

explain yourself about this business of "layout",- or is it beyond ̂ rour understanding, and
merely use this as an unanswerable type of criticism. You've used this same sort of criticism
before, and never explained yourself. The Cry is put out in a certain amount -of Haste, yes,
but then it can't be"helped. It takes 3rd class nail up to three weeks to get to our subbers,
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and this leaves them only a week to get letters in to us; Pemherton's column is kept up-to-
date, v/hich means he can't complete his column until the last minute. The other material,
all of v;hich comes. completely unsolicited, comes-in with the other correspondence; all of
which means that the entire issue of the CfViiust he typed up and run off over a period of
about 3 days. The editorial page is typed up wiiile I (usually) sun doing the running off. We
don't claim to have an artistic production, but we have fun, viiich is our only purpose on the
>rtiole project, "Thanks for the nice letter, tho—it's been a long time..,.BRT))))

{(((Flash": tlust received word that John Berry's pic has arrived for our fotocpyer,,BRT)))

BARELY A TRICKLE • '
OK You Namless Guys,

Yer all bums for nbV printing my*, and Lar Stone's
letters - Ue had a swell idea for starting a feud, but
you gummed the works.

Hey men, keep up GESTETNER, and it looks like the
only thing to do is raise the price - the letterhacks,
"artists" and all vri.ll really have to get on the ball
in order to get their free copies. Me too —
Is Science P-iction Adventures really folding?? Gad! •

Ibo Ibol '.Giat a bliw to action, but adult SP readers!
amazing stories in review leaves-me looking for

ward to next ish. ■

Glad to know I'm on Cry's honor roll of rejected

personalities, never could make it at akool, wonder-wye.
Well, BYE
Stony Brook Bames

Route 1, Box 1102 •'
Grants Pass, Oregon

((((Well, I printed the jist of it all on the last, page of letters, didn't I?*,,BRT))))

THE SANDERS ARE HERE '

Dear NamelessessenceB,
Two things prompt me. to .write this letter': the. excellerit appearance of CRY #115 and the

leedle beetle "3" behind my name on the address, label.
Beautiful cover on #115• Patriotic, too,
I'm glad to see so much Atom artwork — five dravfings, yet.

This is good; it's the best thing that's happened to CRY's art
work in years. Unfortunately, you still have a fair share of
sickening stuffj forinstahce, the messes oh pages 49, 50, and 52
could hardly have been worse,

I, for one, am rather glad to see the AMAZING review column
back. _I'm rather curious what went on, then. Very little has
been preprinted in book form, and I'm-damed if I'll spend money
to buy the things.

By the way, Toskey, have you ever read C.S. Lewis' trilogy,
OUT "op THE SILENT PLANET, PERELANDRil, and THAT HIDEOUS STRENGTH
(pbed as THE SCREAMING PLaNET)? To my way of thinking, Lewis
has Merritt, Lovecraft, Wilcox, etc. beat seven ways to Sunday.
His writing is excellent, his characters live, and he has the
sense of wonder. He makes sense, too. (4ikgreed!. .jiP^)

Renfi-ew, you'll be happy to know that Kli^ga is no'longer an employee of Royal Publica
tions. Meaning there'll be no more Kluga artv»rk in INEINITY. Shaw seemed rather pleased
about this vrtien he told me. Yes, I've-been. in New York,

The Pembertons have the most solidly enjoyable'pieces in this issue. Cheers. - - .• ••
You know, I think you should drop Meyers| column, "-It'a a mere parallel of Pemberton's.-:
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and is nowhere nearly as well done. Perhaps if he concentrated on book reviews, I'd like the
column a lot better.

To quote Larry Stone: their letters have to be intelligent and thoughtful, I like
the CK lettered much better," Yeah. Chuckle, chuckle, chuckle...Youre, Joe Sanders

R.R. #1
Hoachdale, Ind,

((((:1B you note, you got in on the 12/31 sub-rates just in time. If you haven't read
stf pubbed in the '40's,.how can you compare Lewis to Wilcox? I haven't read any Lewis, but
I have them around the.place —,I don't know if I'll ever get to them or not....BKr))))
NOTES FROM EOYD-^NG , '

float unfair to send me a'zine that looks like a Grennell publication, Repro is too
faint. Don't be so mean with the ink, " ; •

Saint: Rayt Marius and blue-tinged deathray. Was" this the one that was in the form of a
cloud and engulfed a goat?

Startled Ron with my howls of laughter at-the quotations from TWIG.
"The Incredible Meaning of it dl" is very good. Too good for CRY, Lucky I read this,

as I usually avoid these writings in CRY —- stuff by -Brown (Rich) and Pelz, etc*
What do I read in CRY? In these three issues, I've read the editorials, and.the reviews

by Pembertons* I don't always agree with what you say, .'jnclia, (l think you re too lenient)
but you review interestingly, Find some of Ren's stuff interesting, but you often give so
little indication what you're talking about that you keep-making me feel I've irissed stories
in the few zines you are reviewing that I have read, n good critic should be interesting,to a
reader who has not read or seen v/hatever is being reviewed, Yqu seem to-assume that the reader
not only has read the stories you are reviewing, but can remember them by name ■fiahd l usually
can't although I may have just read the issue - except in the case of serials, I usually take
very little if any notice of titles.) . '

CRY is a curious zine. I presume people such as jYaimov get. it for the prozine reviews -
what must be their reaction on turning from penetrating and intelligent reviews to the juvenile
babbling of the letter col? ((Watch it, Boyd — Doctor Asimov occasionally appears here —
PMB^) Your letter col really crogglea me, ."ire you the only zine that gets scatty letters like
this, or do other fanzine editors edit heavily? X don't get letters like this, thankiGhu*
Only one on last BjiS anything like a CRY letter was from Metzger. Heybe I. have a different
readership, but I think your lettered must have an insidious influence,:;. Even letters from
people like Willis and Ty^omson appearing therein tend to sound habbly. ,YQu never see these
names in other zines (Pelz and ao on). (4Seen RBT#10 yet? — IMB))

Seems there are some other fans in Canada - Victoria and White Rock, BiC, Until they
appear in a faaaaaanzine, I ^iill not acknowledge that they exist, • •

And on that haughty note I must stop. Regards, Boyd Raebum
.  - 9 Gienvalley Drive

Toronto 9,,. Ontario
((((v/'illis's remark in one of his letters to us was to the: effect that our lettered

seemed to inspire the writers, including liimself, to- write better than themselves...BRT))))
LONGER AND BROWNER IBAN EVER
Pardon me;

It seems as tho I remember youse vaguely from somewhere. Fleeb, And while I m fleebing,
I might as well give a hearty "Pleebl" to this paper. I had previously heard of your new
we;.pon, the gestetner (excuse me, I mean G*B*S*T*E*T*N*E*R)-, but you slipped up. I
like, it won't do you any good. In fact, it will do you loore harm than good. Now that Cw
is BO much more bootiful, it, makes me (& me cohorts too, I imagine) want all the more to take
it over, j ; ' :

Gee, -54 pages. In fact, double gee and a gosh-whiz-wow-hoy-oh-boy to boot. 54 pages
and a monthly to boot. CRY is going to become the number one fanzine — you mark my vorfs.
What with great covers by such greats as ATom and me, and with such great material with
auch greats as Berry and me, how can you lose? Huh?
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Excuse me, But I feel a Carl Bj-andon coming on...
GESTBTNER BLUBS

I got me a gestetner, that' works only with blue ii^k
Last night I got a gestetner that works only with blue
That Poo damned gestetner^ gonna throw it down the sink.

I get out my gestetner, I'm gonna use it for the FEN DEN
Yes,- I get out my gestetner, I'm gonna use it for the FEN DEN
But the way the paper comes out; looked better when it went in.

What the moral of the story is, I'm sure I don't know, •
Well, lAiat the moral of the story is, I'm sure that I don't know,
But "this Poo damned gestetner gets me feelin' mighty low.

There is not much one can say for ATom's cover. Certainly nothing bad. However, as to
the content of things — this .so-called GDA op has three fingers and most GDA ops th'a't' I know
have four fingers (and a tenticle in the middle of his belly for pulling the space-bai'). But
otherwise,.it looks just like GDA ops,

R.Pemberton; del Ray's article brings "to mind a choice
little quote from'PCGO: ̂ ..all them foreigner.
Just give me a few atomic bombs and I'll cram
peace down their blood-thirsty throats!" You
notice, R.Pem, (that's kindofa pun —R,Pem/RPM;
get it? Ah well, X didn't think it was so hot
either) that now several readers are clammer-
ing for the demise of your column. When I first
came to the CRY, almost everyone wanted them
tu bo stopped — except me. Finally, eifter
many rah-rah's, others began to take interest,
and to like. Now it seems to be getting started
the other way again. Tell irie,- since you've been
here longer than I have> Pem, has this "cycle"
happened before? A Pem, you know', is , a Pig-
Byed-Monater. I still enjoy your-column; the
longer the better — ̂ d Px> spi'fce 'those who
don't!!

A.Pemberton: Yes, six pages of fanzine
reviews — 16 fanaineS, too, of >diich X have
but 9 — end, snif, no re'view of FRAMI.SHBD,
my great and wonnaful super special goshwow
letterzine (don't I sound like the current
youngfan group, the?). I think MIMSY was
better than you reviewed it, but then, I'm more
than a little prefudiced.. Most other stuff I
agree on.

At first, I didn't quite get the pun on
"Half-Goon, Will-Travel". Tliis is a nice
little piece, except that I resent being a pen
name of Bill Meyers, and I didn't know Es Adams
wrote letters to the prozines. Also, the end
was a little weak, but it coxild be that it is ,
a parody of sorts on main-stream fiction
novels that always seem to end with something iuconsflqxumt.iat that i-t's nlmoat
sickening. If :.so, .nicely, exeoutwd.

Meyers continues "to get better and better with each issue. 'If I were to make ̂ y
generalizations about mags out how,,-it wp^d be that Astounding is too dry. Galaxy is 'too
wishy-washy, I&SF is trying to be too cute, the RAi'fL publications are improving, Infinity is
top-notch, and all others can go to hell.
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I find Hal Lynch's piece to he about the best thing CKf has published in the past eight

or ten issues* I like*

"Minutes" was Welly's usUal lapel-headed be^st. I meani they eire really getting to- be
more than just fabulous. They're frajoua. Make 'em looonger, W^ly. If nothing else,.-;.cut_.
out,,uh..well, you could drop.;well, you could make CRf bigger, anyways. .1,.-

. Keep up "Amaaing Stories in Review." . . -
I don't hardly agree with Dainis Bisenieks — the APA may be the best.group to.which.to"

distribute a zine, but publishing a generalzine gives you experience>" gives you an idea ̂ diat
to expect, and in general, shows more your editorial (rather than blatheral) ability. Now,
I just got in SAPS, and I'm on the waiting list for OMPA and The Ciilt and planning to begin my
long wait on the long w-1 of FAPA, so I'm not against /iPji's. I might tend to agree with you
on something such as OMPA, v;here you can publish a general-type zine and receive other general
type zines in the mailing — and alec send out and sell other copies. •"

YB.I, VERILY, DETROIT IN '591
Jim Koran: Suh, you stand corrected, to wit: "ThinkI Then, sink the stinkin'.-Pinkl" ^forry .

not, I sunk Fink, Come, come my good man, there is room for both sercon and fazmiah.
zines. When I drew that cover, the tilings hanging out of the head were veins and stiff like
that. But now that you mention it, worms appeal to me more (n6tICBD: iJl fsiSi-take note: if
I get a box of worms in the mail, I will send them back) — so vroms it is, (On second thot,
let's build a Tower to the Mbon Out Of Worms!)

Bs Adams: Actually, I am one of the few who entered fandom under an. assumed name. My
real name is Trufan, but "rich brown" seems more far^ah and the Right Kind Of Name for
a fan to have # I knov; of only, one Negro in active fandom, and he is a Good Hen. >

Jerry De Muth: V/ell, since you don't read stf no more nohow, Pemberton's review should ...
be welcomed all the more — if you want to impress some poor little neo that you. are a HJF, you
can't do- it by quoting Willis, Burbee; Ackerman, etc., but by gicing learned discussions on"
the Ghreat Literature, Science-Fiction Vuid The Coamicness Of It .ill, .'jid regardless of wha^.^
anyone says, when I take over, the CHf Pemby's reviews will stay (a cunning p^chological
trick to win.them over to my side). . . ' ,

willy Deeck:. I tried, once, to make you mad, I really did. Unfortunately, you left the
CRY. about then; either that, or you ignored me. I think prob'ly the latter,, tho maybe the
foiiner, ,is I remember, it was something to the effect that if you >X)uldAioome to LA, I give
you punch inna 'nose. If I not there, .1 come the day before.'" I forget-what.it was I was so
hopped up about, tho. Les^ee^ Make you mad? You are a fug^ead. Your old lady.wears tennis
shoes to chi^chi /inyone vBib lives at 8400 Potomic AVaaue in College Pwk Maryland'must be a
blooming idiot, Hmmm, "Still.don't think that will-do. If I were Fj-ancis T. Lahey*,,

Bruce Pelz: "Piikwater is terminated because even I'didn't like it. /aid, I like writing
faaan-fiction bettet; if.I am properly inspired. Nay, I haven't given up trying to take over
the CHYi Indeed,"rhave just begun to fight! Thanks for the kind wards on my story,

Heather Robson: Say,- if 1 didn't ever include you in the Task Farce, I do now, since you
will prob'ly be in Seattle before I will. You need simply to get them a tottering, as it
werei# and I will remove the bottom peg. Simple? Simple/

Iton lilik: Right perceptive guy, that Acksrmaii,: to see Moffatt's leer over.the phone. It
is'not so much the fact that you took the kisses vri-thout authorization that bums me — it's
that _! didn't, ' . :

Len Moffatt & BRI: If Heinlein's stories don't get better than the past few I will be
ready to admit that most anybody is better. Sure, the style is 'the same, but it's not worth
reading if the plots are that bad.

Leslie Gerber: ibrget it, your asnopolie accepted, 1 can't afford to quibble, since our
Task Farce needs men (y'see, I don't think you are another Lee Hoffinan) — we must divide and
conquer, unite and rule, rip and maim, destroy and obstruct, deploribus heofan and wham, south
gate and fifty-eight, etc. Hmmm, admitedly the FinkWater series was not original, but TOTOCOTW
•was the most original thing 1 ever wrote,

, Lar' Stone: Sorry, but moat fans are of the view that nothing is worth the trouble of
having to strain to read — as am 1. It took me a long time to leam this,' ahd even longer'to
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vtix^ ay mijneo into shape — and I still don't-timi out exactly "good" results. However, if
Gerber cen get. his mimeo into shape

and turn ̂  out with some, semblance
of regularity, it should. de'velop
into an interesting newszihe. Sure,
egoboo is a precious commodity, and
I like to hand it out regularly?

personally I don't care how much
egoboo anyone gets — as long as I •
get twice as much, that is. (Heh)

Stony Barnes: As you, and

others, may know, I was using an
illusttation of yours for,a letter
head. I'm out of them now. However,
the perceptive Mr. Harry Warner Jr.,
one of the last to receive such,- came
up with this little tid-bit: '^I like
your letterhead very much, but even so I f
find I must admire the courage of wtoever

did it to sign his initials SB." Now,
Stony, I don't think there be cause for
any discomfort —- you can use the supeiv"
lightning S or sign it Stony. Isn't it , _
lucky tho, that your middle name doesn't start with an "0"? "

In the past' few inonths,. I've had time to think on taking over The CHf, I have been
thinking about L, Garcone. With my integdible (it sed here) logic, I fibers in all the views
on him — at first, he was just an artist. Then, idieh'the CRI.readers start to take over, you
show ua a picture of a deflated balloon that is supposed to be L. Garcone, You tell us that
once he walked into a Nameless meeting and when offered a chair, he ate it. All this in the
laughingest of moodsi H.iH! l/hat a perfect way to .cover up for a monster that really exists!
In doing this, you think that I will come xinpreparsd. again. Can't fool ole Brown when
he's thinkiJi' like he thinks he's thinkin' , if you get what I mean.

Well, you know how the meiil-man walks. .Right up to-the front door with a bucket of
mail. More and more arid more and more. Feh! .,It get's-kihdof tiresome after a vAiile. You
know what I mean— or you would anyway,' if. your name wefe ^ Rich Brown

127 roberts at

_  .' r- • " • , Pasadena 3, California
((((our records indicate that you have 7 ishs left on your sub — not that you will ever

use them up; once you get up here, we'll work you till you drop. How would you like to take
over the lettered? \fe get occasional complaints to the eiCfect that we should cut out the
prozine reviews,- but these are not aimed at Renfrew particula:ijly (except for that neo whose
letter immediately precedes yours), but just aimed at the idea of prozine reviews in general.
But then, we even get complaints on the type of lettered we run (iNcluding that same neo,
;diose letter precedes yours!), Garcone is 'leaning over my shoulder now, slathering at the
comers of its evil mouth, in ghastly ahticipa'tion of the coming of Rich Brown to Seattle —
to wreak a terrible revenge upon you for'rsferring\to it'as a deflated balloon....BRT))))
MOPFaT MUFFS'IT . • ! '
Hi CRYitesl -

Thfflok y'all for CRY #115. As usual, the^mag-is meaty, interesting and entertaining. But
I knew it would come...sooner or later it weis bound to happen...CRY becoming too expensive to
produce, that is...

Over 50 pages and coming out monthly...no wonder! Should you cut to 30 pages? Well,
you could cut the mag down to about 30 pages if you included only the followingi material:
COVER, Contents Page, Promag reviews, Fanzine reviews, Nameless Minutes, and Lettered. If
you still wanted to publish articles, fiction and poetry occasionally, do so in a one-shot.
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If you continue with 50 pages or m^re per iah, you will just have to charge 350 or even more
for CKf, and despite the high prices times we are trying to adapt to, most fans.would object
to paying more than 250 per copy for a fanzine. I think that 30 pages for 250 is your heat
bet, much as I hate to see CHf grow smaller in size* But quality is even more important than
quantity, /inyway, no matter how large or how small the meg, I agree that the dime a copy price
is ridiculous in this day. and age. -

Tfiskey must be getting hard up for letter—titles if he has to resort to that hairy old
referenoe..."Little Miss Moffatt^'...(and he gpilled it with only one t vduch always makes me
feel naked.,,). The other title he has used, "Len, the Belcher" does have an element.of truth
in it, as I am fond of beer.

The chairwoman of the SOLACON says I should be. typing addresses on the envelopes to be
used for mailing out the upcoming ish of the SOLaCON journal, and I ̂ ess l.-dhould at that. . If
any of you haven't joined yet, don't delay, as this, ish deals wi.th the planned program as well
as having many other interesting and entertaining dfetails about thp Convention, sope of it
very vital info indeed, •

Didn't think I'd get thru a letter without a plug for "South Gate in '58", .did you?
.-Best V/ished , Len Moffatt

'  - • ■ ''10202 Belpher Avenue
.  Downey, California

((((well, on Cry. #115, if we had cut everything but the items yo;u motion,out of it, we
could have kept.it .dcivBi. to'46 pages, .i'ilso-,: w.e've had our fill of thi's fiction-article type of
one shot. Some, of vou-aav-remember Sinieterra, One fanzine is enough, except for our indi
vidual zines. I:figure that"-250 per ish will cut down our circulation a bit, and as,a result,
the Cry won't, cost.qiiite so much(pap©r saved');to produce. ^Uso, I thii^„^hat with the nert
issue we are going to clamp down harder on the material we accept, inciuiing letters..
COTTOK-PICKSM ILiNS . AL
Dear Nameless Ones! t •

Now I have,read,'beard end thought soo much about you and your QRf that I eimply pyst
write this letter.to you and hear if you ̂ t a.single, little cotton-picken copy for me, 1
exchange I'd be 6,hle to send you two or three Anita Ekbergs and hope that will cover your
postage. Of course those gals have to be sent under separate cover, but as for covering I'4,
suppose you're not'TOO terrible sneaky about it. You know of course that the Swedish girls
mostly have such'V^all bathing suits that you have to believe in them to see-than .

•  •" yours, , .Han.s Siden;
•  - ■ D'ammevagen 6

Gothenburg C, Sweden

((((On to Svedefn!!...BRT))).)

GERBBR GIBBERS

Undear Brainless Ones, "j*,!.
" Yob have gone too far! This is too much! I don't, mind beihg in the same lettercol with

Jerry De Muth too .muoh, but when yo'u louse up my page with one of his illoe," lihis is too much.
Why don't you give me a Bames illo, or a Reiss illo, or any other illo?

Now to rip through the issue, ATom was superb on the cover, only the GDA op on my copy
is discovering*that the title of the magazine is Cry of the Nameless.

for Busby's plea, I'll help out. I will donate $10,000 to The Nameless Ones for uae_ ■
in Cw as soon as I make my first million. A 52 page Cry is, shall w? say, a ^ bargain
at 100, but going to 250 is a bit too much; that wuld kill your circulation! (\,(^That is
just the point!.i.BRT)))) Tiy 150. Bv^ Yfindro has just gone up to 150.

/Old Pemberton, I disagree with all the Great People who stids; up for damon knight no
matter what ha.says! I think kni^f.is a perceiving and. intelligent critic, bu-fc I also "tblnk
he could use a good job of psychoanalyzing. I find: myself agreeing with him. qiiite often, but
ttien he starts panning Matheson because he doesn't-like, his looks, he goes too far.

Funny, but. after I read "Mars by'Moonlight" I called up H.Lv Gold and asked him if he .
wanted to make Galaxy into another Imagination. His reply: "We all.make mistakes."

(

In
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Bruce Pelz was funny, T6o funny. First he takes Rich Brown out of the Cr^ (except for the

lettered), then he takes over the GB.l spot, then he'll take over .jnelia and Renfrew, then
Meyers, then the whole lettercol, then....

Meyers is entertaining, but I wonder vAiy it is necessary to pan the easily—pennable.
Everyone knows that the Hajnling and Z-D mags are full of crud. as for the other mags, Pember-
ton djes a good enough job. Oh well, leaVe him at it. I like reading his anti-crud ravings,

I don't know what Hal Lynch.was trying to say, but he left me thoroughly confused. That's
probably just what he wanted. • ?

Tell me, Vally, did all this stuff really > T
happen? Even my English teacher laughed himself,. ,,
silly over the Minutes, yhy don't you take six ( .S
pages for the Minutes and report everything? . o<^
Pembertons and Meyers do it! If you can't afford /
the space, cut out Toskey's column. It's good, i
but who the hell nan get the mags he talks about? |
I am'going slOwly mad yearning for these mags. . —
Or maybe you could expand Cry aven more. Either
alternative will make Toskey furious. .

I am terribly disappointed to discover that Jim Moron (TH.iT Wj'iS NOT A TfWl) c^ use
English correctly, ratsl Incidentally) remember in #113 when I offered him a lifetime
Bubscrijtion to RD for that head of Japanese war, sojer? Remember? I got it!

Funny, on page 45 Toskey says that all the uTom illbs you got have mussed hair, and on the
same page is a hairless ..Tom illOi- Tsk-tsk-tski ((((That one had invisible hair....BRT))))

I'm beginning to like this guy Pelz, and I might like him better if he sent a copy of
ProF,lNity.

What the hell are you jerks trying to do? I think you want Rich Brown to take over the
Cry. My letter was almost as long as his but you cut it down, excerpting the best part of it
in the" process. He rumbles on with all the inane tripe he can drag out of his diseased
"brain"- and you print it, then I get cut out. How's that for pathologic^ raving?

AS fbr my being a gii'l'i I guess I mi^t as well admit it. I am a girl* I've fooled
everyone so far, but there is a limit to how far you con carry a hoax. Pete,is the only one
who knew that I was really a female aside from /indy Reiae and Go.erge Wells,.both of whDm are-
sworn to security. It's about tiine I'came out of hiding. I am a.female.. How could I marry
Peter if I wasn't? Deploribus richbrown, Leslie Steven Gerber

201 Linden Boulevard
Brooklyn 26, New York

((((if you think your letters are long, you should see the maspiye book-length letters
waget from RBrojn! Surely, it shouldn't be veiy difficult for you to find 1940-45 ;aiazingB
in Hew York; It takes all my >diipping effort to get even two pages out of Wally.- It is im-

• pssible to cut out my colximn, because !_• really control tilings aroi^ here. ^ ilm Kie Master.
So watch it, see....BRr))))

THACKERAY'S LITTLE BOY

Wait,^w^t,^^^^ ^ letter. Eon't run off without him for.CHY 116. That wuld lose you
many fans', surely., ^ ^ ̂

1 love the cover. This bhoy Atom has got something.. He may became a successful fan
arti'st-if he strives. But you look at the top artists in the fan field, Brown,. Adams, Daigle,
B^es, Garcone, and you can quickly see that the road to ^reat art is a-lo^, slow one.
Many artosts have put so much time and effort into fruitless (seemingly so at the tome, at any
rate) work that they have lost their minds. 'Tis pitiful, but worth it^far Art s

The paper and rcpio, rahl. Tis wonderful after Miserable Mas of Yellow. What Gestetner
anyway? " Looks like a blue" mimeo. ((((its color is Fawn.. .BRT)))) ' ; , ̂

Renfew (strange spelling which should win enemies) is his usual fine self in the review
pages. His pun on mSF's Ereistein Case amused me no little. But now with Ea only reading
ASF & raSF, and remembering little of the former except the editorial for more than a day or
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two after reading, I'm running even lower than usual on things to say atwut Pemby, (Did
pretty good though; this must be.about the longest komment I've ever been able '
on tlus column. Wow.) Amelia's column good, too. I particularly liked the In and Out of
MG part that ̂  up bad writing. I guess that's what has bugged me about the zine, but i ,
never could put my finger on it-. . Hothing from it ireada very smoothly.

• Pelz v/ro.te a fine piece of, fictiqn. for you, but I eye it with a certain amount of je^ouey
and hope that it goes over with..a piilog. 'Kven though I'm too lazy to write up my _
feel that as Esmond Adams, The ESMOND ADAMS »diose letters have appeared in Gry of the NaPielepa,
HUMBUG, et al, I should be allowed'to 'continue keeping my eye on-things. In-this.int^eat, 1
plan to try to lure Pels into the open, thus getting a chance to see'idiether he (qualifies as
a Goon. I go in prejudiced, but I ̂ esg-in the
long run I would be glad to put down selfish
vrishes if it came out that Pelz could best serve
the GDA as Southern Op. But you just bet that
my Sharp Cleverness will .dig out anything he
tries to bide if I can lure him into my trap.
(Be a good fella. Buz, and smear the ink on
Pelz' copy of CRI if you put this section of my
letter in it*) ....

Meyers' column doesn't stick together
much, does it. Come now, Bill. Togetherness,
that's the word. The Playboy and book reviews
were ̂ about the only things that impressed me
much* The extended quote he sneaked in had me _ ^
hiding under the covers. You pipple seen Ballantine a
well-done effort, THE GRAVEYARD READER?

I feel I'm going to sound quite unfannish
In asking ;diat a Quiet Neogan is, but I- must
know; still, either I (a) will ask something
that even a Rich Brown should know (even if I
don't remember mention of it in anything Willis
has done) or (b) will be put in the middle of a
section of witty correspondents loudly haw-hawing,
"And what's a Quiet Neogan, might I ask?" The
only way to get out of this horrid suction is to
list the possibilities, thus acting very Above-
Board and Sophisticated. Done,

Anyway, with that aside, I got a True
Charge out of the Incredible Meaning of It .\11.
The title was beautiful, truly. Coupled with
Pelz' bit, this CRY has two of the best efforts
in CRYfiction (outside my own meager effort,
of course, since I see no call for false modesty) in

Minutes were their usual fantastic, I wish some of these folks that hide in ^he back
ground of Nameless meetings could be forced into the limelight. I suspect that
whole thing is a fraud. Many, Swearingen, Wyman, Nulsen, and such, must be merely fiffn^ s
of Weber's imagination. But Weber is merely a pen-name for Busby, vdio writes the Pemberton
column too. Then Elinor must be G.M. Carr in actuality, as well as Amelia. If Weber iro t
real, then Toskey doubtless is a pseudonym, or perhaps merely the pe;t name for JJ®
Busoy reproduction machines, since I vaguely tie the name in with words about crank-tuming.
With so many other names to fill in for. Busby has no time for a wife,
probably Elinor/G.H./:imelia, too, just so he can sometimes show his versatility
from the female outlook. But Busby is obviously a fake name. most likely idea is that
one of the other ̂  names kicking around like Otto Pfeifer or L. Garcone is the actual name
of'the Lone Member of Fabulous Seattle Fandom. I wonder if I get in GDA for tnat.
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£R!f_OP_'rcffi ^£ERS (^dems,_fimsh^£. UB o£f)_ ESS®.4^ _

I like the Toskey. (ha!) introduction to iimazing in Review, but find that even with its
general vat and fine outlook I cannot stomach the idea of plowing through years of .jnazing at
the present, so this is Unreadt

What could ;jnelia do vath Atom's line, "You're not the only ftaz to have ESMOND itD.'iMS
writing exclusively for you," (•(•I.like that line...iP^), I like the sound of it, even if it
is worthy of TWIG, construction-wise. -Anyway, though, I've had letters all over the place
besides CRY, BET. and HUMBUG. Like SilTA, SPECTRE, TWIG, and (care to look this one up for
laughs, 4iM.\ZING STORIES.... - -

Rich Brovm seems to have found himself as "^he Wise Ole Dad Advisor this time around with
his touching.reminiscings end Unfailing Words of .'^dvice^ Gosh. Can you direct me along the
Road to Trufandom from my home here in-Mundane, Wise Sire?

Bacover v;as neat, handsome, and contained a fine idea. My vote is in.
Best. Ssk>nd .'idams

432 Locust St

H^nts'/ille, /dabama
((((Before the others get a chance to pounce on you, I'll infom you that a Quiet Neogan

is a rare type of Neogan vdiich can best be identified by the fact that he isn't as noisy as
other varieties of Neogan. We all got a huge laugh out of your letter....BRT))))
DEPjiRTMENT OF UNPRINTED I£TTERS (Quotes and comments from the lucky ones)

Joe Pyllca(R.D.#l, Princeton, N.J.) calls us the Meneless Ones, STF Lions of the West,
subscribed, tho'\ight the last Cr^ was typed vath Bodoni(actually, the ftaz column was the only
part in Eodoni)", and wants to know vriio Brock Pemberton is.

Dainis BipeniekB(506 S. Fifth .ive, lim Jirbor, Mich) expressed surprise that his article
appeared so quickly, and should write to Grennel and ask for Grue#28. which is just^what he's
looking for, namely a combination ATom and Rotsler cover. But you better send him 250.

Jerry De Muth(l936 Sheridan Road, Evanston, 111.) is awed by our Gestetnering and the
ATomillos, thinks the title for Pelz's goon story to be cleverer than the story.itself, and
plugs Chicago for '59. Obviously a misguided type, but then, look where he lives.

Box 92> 920 3rd Avenue
Seattle 4, Washington
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(The number in ink after your
name indicates the nianber of
copies left on your sub. If
no number appears, your sub is
not charged for this issue, which
means you have either contributed,
or have a fanzine reviewed in here,
or that we hate you intensely.)

TO:

Len

10202 Belclier
Dotmey,
Oalifornia
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